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THE PEOPLE.
SECTION A,-STATISTICAL,
" Table No. V gives separate statistics for each tahs£l and for the Chapter III. A.
whole district, of the distribution of population over towns and villages.
Statistical.
over area, and among houses and families; while the number of houses
Distribution of
in each town is shown in Table No, XLIII. The statistics for the
population.
district, as a whole give the following figures. Further information will
be found in Chapter II of the Census Report of 1881 :-

~.

Persons
88'74
'Percentage of total population who live in villages { Males
89 '12
Females
88'32
.Average rural population per village
.,.
494
Ave~
toW popu1a.tion per villagea.nd town
553
.. NumbU of villa.ges per 100 square miles
.. '
60
.Average distance from village to village, in miles
1'39
Total area.
j 'total populati~n
381
l Rural popula.tion 294

{i~~

iDensity of population per B!(ua.r~ mile !ilf Cultiv~ted a.rea.
~~~i~~
:~~
{
.
Cul't1rra.ble area. ( Total populati,on 381
t Rural population 338
'Number of resident families per occupied house{ Villages .. '
2'36
Towns
...
2'07
::Number of persone per '9OCupiedhouse
{ ViII ages...
9 '89
Towns

:Number of persons per resident family

...

8'61

{ Villages ..•
Towns ...

4'19
4'16

TaMe No, VI shows the principal districts and States with
which the district has exchanged population, the number of migrants
in each direction, and the distribution of immigrants by tiJ,hsils.
Further details will be found in Table No, XI and in Supplementary Tables C. to H. of the Census Report for 1881, while the whole
subject is discussed at length in Part II of Chapter III of the same
report. The total gain and loss to the district by migration
is shown in the margin.
The total
I'-MpDrti",,, ptr milte Of total
number of residents born out of the district
popul4tto ••,
"
is 117,2412, of whom 38,051 are males and
79,191 females, The number of people
(hiB,
LOllS,
born in the district and li ving in other
--Person.
..
188
parts
of the Panjab is IHl,897, of whom
Malea
200\
..
WI
146
Female.
.. 261
49,288 are males and 82,609 females. The
273
figures on the next page show the general
distribution of the population by birth place,
' .

Migration a.nd birth·
place of POPUla*iOll.
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l'BOPORTION PER MILLE OV RESIDENT POPULATION.
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StatisticaJ.
Rural Population.

Migration and birth.plaoecf population.

Urban Population.

Total Population.
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Increase and deCreaH of population.

-

,
The followin~ remarks on the migration to and from Gurgaon 'are
taken from the Census Report :,
Here again the migration is largely reciprocal, the figures presenting the same features in this respect which characterize those for
Dehli,
But much of the emigration is pobably due to the terrible
fever scarcity and distress from which· Gurgaon has suffered for the
last five years, as is shown by the fact that the proporti-on of males
is much larger among emigrants than among immigrants. The samereason no doubt accounts very largely for the excess of emigrants
over immigrants, except in the case of the neighbouring Rajp(:iM.na
States, for which the figures are only estimates. and for the Native
States, where nearly three quarters of the migration consists of females,
The figures in statement below show the population of the district
as it stood at the three enumerations of 1853, 1868 and 1881. "
Census.

Males.

Persons.

Females.

Density per
square mile,

--- ------- ----- ----- ---- ----••

7i

B.,

~

1853

...
...
...

662,486

355,016

307,470

34~

689,034

366,127

322,907

346

641,848

338,917

302,931

331

103'1

105'0

10)

92'6

93'8

96

{------- --- ----- --- ---1868

1881

--"-

8:

~
~~

{

1868

on

1853

104'0

1881

on

1868

93'2

I

1

Unfortunately the boundaries of the district have changed 8()
much since the census of 1853 that it is impossible to compare the
figures with any exactness ; but the density of population as then
ascertained probably did not differ much over the two areas •. It will
be seen that the annual decrease of population per 10,000 since 1868
bas heen 59 for males, 49 for females, and 54 for persons, at which
rate the male-population would be halved in 116'7 years, the female
in 141'1 years, and the total population in 127'0 years. " Supposing
the same rate of decrease to hold good for the next ten yeant, the
population for each year would be in hundreds-

:-{

,"
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Males .

Females.

1881

641,8

338,9

30'2,9

1887

621,2

327,1

294,1

1882

. 638,4

336,9

301,1)

1888

617,8

325,1

292,7

1883

634,9

.334;9

300,0

1889

614,4

323,2

291,3

1884

631,4

332,9

298,5

1890

611,1

289,8

1885

628,0

297,0

1891

607,8

321,3 I
319,4

1886

331,0 \
329,0

624,6

295,6

!

I
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But it is improbable that the rate of decrease will be sustained.
The Census of 1881 was taken when Gurgaon had been suffering
from an exceptional series of bad years, from terrible disease, and
from a recently enhanced assessment; and it is to be he ,Jed that
similar conditions will not recur, at least in like severity. The
decrease in urban population since 1868 has been even larger than
that in rural population, the numbers living in 1881 for every 100
living in 1868 being 92 for urban, and 93 for total population. This
is due to the terrible mortality from fever in 1878-79, which attacked
the population of the towns with especial severity. The populations
of individual towns at
TotcLl popula,ti<m.
Percentage of
the respective enumerapopulation of
. TaAlU.
.
tions are shown under'
1881
on
that
1868.
1881.
of 1808.
their several headings
------in Chapter VI.
G~n
.. IB3,8!14 122,871
99
I'IroSpur
..
126,608
114,340
90
Within the district
Nuh
..
186,8g~
120,324
88
Nwal
..
152,106
142,258
91
the
decrease
of populaRewarl
.. 160,631 142,555
94
tion since 1868 for the
Total~t
• ..
689,573
93
641,848
various tahsHs is shown
in the margin,
Mr. Wilson, thus discusses the recent decrease in the population
of the district.

b=J
------

----

---

" The population of the district, which had increased from 662,484 in
1855 to 689,034 in 1868, was fouud ill 1881 to have fallen off to 6,41,848,
a decrease of 7 per cent. While the population of the Panjab increased
by 24 per cent. since 1855, and while every other district in the Province
~8hared in that increase, the population of Gurgaon, which had increased
.by 4 per cent. between 1855 and 1868, was smaller by 3 per cent..in
1881 than it was in 1855,a.nd by 7 per cent. than it was in 1868.
Previous ·to the year 1871 there was no great mortality, and the Oensus
Returns show that the number of births in that period was above the
average, so that there is little doubt that in the beginning of 1817
the populabion of the district must have boon considerably over 700,000,
and the falling oft' between then and the Oensus of 1881 was probably
at least 10 per cent. or 70,000. The following statement, giving the
number of deaths reported, shows when the loss of population occurred :I

. .: 'These figures do not agree with the pnblished figures of the Census Report of
1868 for the whole district. They are taken from the registers in the District Oftice,
pd are the best figures now available.
.
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INO.
YEAR.

1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879

lBeO
1881
188~

-

,.

..

.,

..
..
,Aerage

..

..
..
..
..

of deaths reported in
Gurgaon district.

_---

..,- .. .
.. ..
...... ....

PEOPLE.
Death·rate per thousand
per annum •

J2,897
10,778
18,988
18,686
13,198
47,806
66,287
16,871
19,945
17,811

18
J5
2'1
20
19
69
81
28
29
27

22,666

82

" Even if the ordinary number of deaths be assumed as. 20,000 or
about 30 per thousand per annum (which is higher than the actual
number reported in ~ of the 10 years) t,he deaths in the two successive '~
years, 1878 and 1871), which amountedvtc .lO3,543, show an abnormal \ \
mortality (i.e., a loss of population) of over 60,000 persons. This
mortality was due to the fatal epidemic of fever which in 1878 and 1879
followed the scarcity of 1877-78, just as a similar epidemic followed tile
famine of 1868-69 and previous famines. In 1878 the villages on the
recently opened Agra Oanal suffered most, and there seemed some ground
for ascribing the fever to the disturbance of long-established conditions
.!
by the introduction of canal-irrigation; but in 1879 the whole of· the
district suffered in common with a large tract of country to the north,
south, and east, and the fever was ascribed to the heavy rain-fall of that
year followingona period of scanty rain-fall, and to the debilitated condition
of the population owing to scarcity of food. The Gurgaon district suffered
more from this epidemic than any other district of the Panjab. In the
two years, 1878 and 1879, one-seventh of the total population died. The
Civil Surgeon estimated that 95 per cent. of the population of the district
were affected by fever in 1879. For the month of October in that year
the {leath-rate for the whole district reached the terrible figure of 204
per thousa.ndper annum. The town of Palwal, which was similarly'
visited in two successive years, lost 3,900 people out of 13,500 ; Hathin,
Babin, Manpur and other large villages lost each one-fourth of its
population; while in Farrukhnagar for several weeks the death-rate
was over 959 per thousand per annum; and in Rewari 375. The
population of Farrukhnagar was 10,600 and 20,20Q deaths occurred in
the year. The khar! crop was an abundant one, but a great deal of the
grain was destroyed before it could be got in. Many proprietors offered
half the crop for the labour of cutting it and still fa.iled to get labourers
able to undertake the work. The villages, when the Deputy Oommissioner
passed through them in December, were iii. picture of misery, the houses
in ruins, and their inhabitants in the ext.remity of weakness and despair.
The enormous consumption af wood for funeral piles led to a scarcity
I
and consequent dearness.
H·,
"And not only has the death-rate been abnormally high during this
period, but the birth-rate has, probably owing to the scarcityof food,
the prevalence of fever and the consequent debility, been abnormally
Jow,-fewer children have been born to take the place of the people who
have died. The Oensus Returns of 1881 show that while of every ten
thousand males of all ages then alive in the district 1,360 were between
the age of five-and ten, only 936 werebelow th~ age of five; and while
It fifth of the number 8till
81.wvivingbehveeti the ages of five ancl ten
would give 272, the number of eaeh iyear sabelow the age of five was
follows (per 10,000):-

\.,!
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Born in 1876 and still surviving
,,1877..
"
"1878,,
"
"1879,,
"
"1880,,
"

101
131
308

co As the normal birth-rate is certainly over 308 per ten thousand
per annum, the rate given by the survivors of 1880, these fi~ures show that
the number of births in 1877, 1878, and 1879 must have been abnormally
small, and the mortality among young children in those years abnorma.lly
high; the result being that there were surviving in 1881 less than half
the number of those ages that the other figures would lead us to expect.
.
"Another cause ofloss of population is emigration. In 1877,78 and
. ~eyea~ of trouble that followed, large numbers of the people left their
homes and wandered in all directions in search of food. The Moos
especially emigrated in great numbers, many wandering south to Mll.lwa.
which bears the reputation of being always free from famine, others going
across the J amna or northwards to Delhi in search of work on the canals
or in the towns. Many of these wanderers returned when the worst
'of the distress was over; but according to the Oensus Returns of 1881,
while there were in the Gurgaon District 1,17,242 persons born in other
districts of the Panjab, 1,31,897 persons born in Gurgaon were then in
other districts, a net loss by emigration of 14,655 which would, no doubt,
be swelled if similar figures were available for exchange of population
between Gurgson district and the North-Western Provinces and RajputAna.
It seems then certain that the loss of population between 1876 and 1881,
due to excessive mortality, abnormal infecundity and unusual emigration,
must have been at least 70,000 or 10 per cent. of the population, probably
considerably greater.
"
The figures for the tahsUs are as follows :-

.
Tahsil.

\
1868.

Palwal
Firozpur
Nub
llurgoon
Rewd.ri

'"
...
...
...

TOTAL

,

Population .

...
...
...
...

lS81.

1,52,100
1,42,25S\
1,26,601
1,14,342
1,36,745
1,20,264
1,22,305
1,22,:111
1,50,559 },42,460

...
... -------6,S8,310 6,41,695
1

I

1883.

I

1ncrealle Or decrea.ae
per cent. + or-

\From 186800 From lS81 to
18S1.
IS83.

---------

1,33,385 \
1,02.964
1,15,S70
1,16,780 .
1,39,244
C,OS,243

-6

-6
-10

-10
-4
-4
-2

-12

.,.

-5

---'--"-5
-7

I

"It may be said broadly that tahBU8 Nuh and Firozpur lost the largest
proportion of their population and Gurgaon the smallest; tha.t probably the
popula.tion of the district is much the same now as in 1881, although thereia
reason to believe that the population of the Firozpur taJunl has decreased
still further since then.
.
"The decrease of population is not an unmixed evil. There are ma.ny
-villages,especially perhaps among'thestrong Jat communities in the east of
the district, which have been decidedly weakened by the 1088 of a large
proportion of their labourers, and have had to contract their cultivation
and reduce the standard of excellence which abundance of skilled hands had
enabled them to attain; but in many villages, especially in the Meo
~untry, the population seemed almost too much for the land to support.
and increase in the number of the proprietors ha.cl led to lIuch extreme
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:;lhapter III. A. sub-division of the land that many peasant owners had great difficulty in
supporting themselves and their families on their small holdings even in
..Sttttistical.
ordinary times. In such villages decrease of popu1iition·means fewer
.Inerease and
consumers without much diminution of the total produce-c-meenaa larger
decrease of populashare to each of the survivors, who are thus individually better oft' than
tion.
they were before, the average size of a holding being increased as there are
fewer families to own the land, and the average family having fewer
mouths to feed from the produce of its enlarged holding. Thus such a
community actually benefits, as a body, from the decrease of its population so long as it keeps possession of its land and the net profits of its
cultivation . .,
Births and deaths.

Table No. XI shows the total number of births and deaths
registered in the district for the five years from 1877 to 1881. and the
births for 1880 and 1881, the only two years during which births have
been recorded in rural districts. The distribution of the total deaths
-' ---.---I and of the deaths from fever for these
1880. 11881. I
five years over the twelve months of the
----,
year is shown in Tables Nos. XIA and
Males
.
13
21 \
XIB. The annual birth-rates per mille,
Felna.l.
P••.•ona
~~ !g calculated on the population of 1868. were
~-----.-..;.--as shown in the margin.
The figures below show the annual death-rates per mille since
1868, calculated on the population of that year :r·

~
..,;
~
~I~I~\~
t-..
~ ~ ~ r:....c e;i............
~ ~ ~.~l~

....

00

00

•••••

Femalea.,; 15 29
Persons... 115130

.ge. lex,and civil
condition.

I-

l-

00

00

r...

~.

r-

:

0
tX)

~ ~~

C()

~
------ --------16 31 19120 23 18 16 28 20 20 71! 80.26
29
00
f"'"I

Ma.le.

t00

t--

1"'"4

I

00

18 19
19 20

~

~~4

30
22118
15 26 19 18 64 81 21 28 28
23 18115 27\20 119 68 81 23) 29\29

The registration is still imperfect. though it is yearly improving;
but the figures always fall short of the facts, and the fluctuations
probably correspond, allowing for a regular increase due to improved
registration, fairly closely with the actual fluctuations in the births
and deaths. The historical retrospect which forms the first part'of
Ohapter III of the Oensus Report of 1881, and especially the annual
chronicle from 1849 to 1881, which will be found at page 56 of that
report, throw some light on the fluctuations. Such further details as to
birth and death-rates in individual towns as are available will found
in Table No. XLIV, and under the headings of the several towns in
Chapter VI .
The figures for age, sex, and civil condition are given in great
detail in Tables Nos. IV to VII of the Census Report of 1881, while the
numbers of the sexes for each religion will be found in Table No. VI I
appended to the present work. The age statistics must be taken
subject to limitations which will be found fully discussed in Chapter
VII of the Oensus Report. Their value rapidly diminishes as the
numbers dealt with become smaller; and it is unnecessary here to
give actual figures, or any statistics for tahs'tls. The figures at the
top of the opposite page show the distribution by age of every 10,000
Qf the population according to the eenaus figures.

•..
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Male.
Fe~e.

Persona
Mal.
~emale.

I

I ,

()";"'1 1-2

... - 312
.,,\ 308
...
316

2-3

.

-134103
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---------

0--6 _-10\10-141.-

1791 230
958 1,349 1,302
170 226
936 1,360 1,402
188 2351 98211,337 1,189\

...

958 1,004
1,031 991

866
937

I

519\.627
500 738

3231 485
300 521

151
129

Sta.tiatioal.

925
959
. 888 .

101
I 105
2O--"~_35--40~_"_l...-.o 0,., ••
---- --- ---- -- ------432
... 992 .998 899 510 679 312 502 141

...

131
138

I

410
467

tn. A..

Age, lex, and ciyU
.'

COIIdi~

•.

I

~
The number of males
among every 10,000 of both
sexes is shown in the
margin. The decrease at
5,350
1853 .•
6,315 • each successive enumeration
All rellgions ., J 1868 ..
is almost. certainly due to
5,280
6,303
6,103
\1881 ..
5,8~0
6,280
5,868
Hindus..
•• 1331
greater accuracy of enumera5,006
4,848
5,174
Jaina
. . . . 1331 ..
4,896
5,188
6,150
Muaalmana
., 1881 •.
tion. In the Census of 1881
the number of females per
1,000 males . in the earlier years ·of life was found to be as
shown in the margin.
The
Year of 1I1e.
reu!t~ns. 1 Hindus. HUBalmaDB.\ figures for civil condition are
given in Table No. X, which
1102
949
922
0-1
shows the actual number of
1141
927
1141
1-2
987
977
919
s-s
single, married, and widowed
IIIl&
..
..
s-I
for each sex in each religion,
..
918
~
,
and also the distribu tion by
civil condition of the total number of each sex in each age-period.
Table No. XII shows the number of insane, blind, deaf-mutes,
and lepers in the district in each
Intlrmity.
Male.
Female.
religion. The proportions per
----------------10,000 of either sex for each of
"46
83
these infirmities are shown in the
P:'~dD~b..
:
~ margin. Tables Nos. XIV to
XVII of the Oensus Report for
1881 give further details of the age and religion of the infirm.
ViUagea,·

Population.

Town.a.1 Total.

1----_.1-----1-- f

I

I

... I

Iufirmi~i'"

~,=-e..

The figures on the next page show the composition of the Ohristian
population and tba respective numbers who returned their birthplace and their langual$e as European. They are taken from Tables
lIlA, IX, and XI of the Census Report for 1881.

European aDd
Euruiupoplliatioll.

But the figures for the races of Christians, which are discussed in.
Part VII of Chapter IV of the OensusReport, are very untrustworthy, .
and it is certain that many who were really Eurasians returned
themseives as Europeans. The figures for European birth-place are
also incomplete as many Europeans made entries, probably names of
villages and the .like, which, though they were almost certainly
Engl~b, could not
i~entified and were therefore, classed .1
,I doubtful and unspecified."

?8
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Details.

=

European and
Euruian ~l'ul&ti()n.

'S.~~
"' .•• ..l5

J.c g.
o>·e

I'l

Os:><

, .;

~i
!>II

I

fig

European!! a.nd Americ&lls
Eurasians ...
....
Native Christians
."

...

Total Chrilstian!!.•.
English...
..,
.. ,
Other European languages

...
...
...
...

...

...

Total Europea.n la.Dguagea
Brithth Isles
... ...
Other European countries

...

...

••••It

cl!i~

Total European countrie&
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PEOPLE.

...
...•.
...
'"

...
.....
-

'"
'"
'"

...

I

Males.

26
1
15

Female!!.

17

...

11

~-~--.
42
28
,28

...

---28
...

6

6

Person!!.

....

17

43
1

-26

70

45

...

17

...

1

45

...

1

7
7

AND RELIGIOUS LIFE.,

The villages are often situated on mounds formed of the debrisof former habitations, and generally consist of a collection of small
one-storied thatched houses, constructed ot' rough stone near the.
hills where stone is easily obtainable, and elsewhere of mud, each
with a doorway opening on the narrow, dirty, crooked lanes, which
traverse the village. On entering; there is ordinarily found a small
courtyard with a place for the cattle on the one side, and on the otherside the dwelling-house. The furniture is always of the very simplest
description. The Meo villages are ordinarily very small, and it is rare
to find in them well-built houses of stone or brick; but many of the
Jat villages are of considerable size and contain well-built and substantial dwellings. In every village there is at least one cl!aupal or
meeting pl~ce, an~ in. s6m~ vi~lages ea~h sub-division or patti has its ,
own cM.upal. ThIS IS ordinarily a raised :plat~orm, approached by
steps j at OUO end there IS a space covered m With arches, and hgre"
when not working, the men sit, smoke, and chat; and here too travellers.
are lodged. Ou~ide and immediately around the village are a number
of small enclsoures, where cattle are tied, fodder stored, and the manu•.
;;factu,r(}ofcowdung cakes pursued by the women. There will also be a
- village threshing-floor, some waste grcund for the cattle to stand on 'arid
a village tank, occasio~atly b';lt. not oft~n of masonry.
Pt'ac~c k~ are
common near the Hindu villages; m the Palwal tahsll a troop
of monkeys may s~metin~es be se~~, and, .where. Ohamdr8 are
numerous, herds of filthy pigs. A VISItorto a Meo vlllagfl, especially
in the south of the district, will probably be met by the women
beaded by one o£ the nu~ber with l!' water pot on her head, and all
joining in a song. This custom IS known as the kalas; and is
eommon in Alwar, and elsewhere in R':lputa.na, but app.,ea.rsto be
dying out here. There a.re many old and abandoned village sites-.
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<close to the hills; formerly the facilities for defence and escape, Oha'Pter rrr, B.
which the old sites 'afforded, more than compensated for the diffioulSocial and·
ties in getting water generally experienced in such localities. Some Religio1i8Life.
'Ofthese old villages bore a very bad reputation for turbulence and
The houees and
(,robbery,
and the inhabitants were sometimes ordered by some of the
villages of the '
people, "
~... early collectors to give up their hill retreats and settle in the plain ;
thus ltojka. Gujar in the Gurgaon tahSil was deserted by order of
Mr, Cavendish, who had the site ploughed over with a donkey plough,
thus rendering it dishonoured and defiled. It is said that afterwards
he wished the people to re-settle, and so, according to the custom in
such Cases,had the land gone over with an elephant plough, but the
old site is still deserted, and the descendants of the former inhabitants
now occupy several villages at the foot of the hill.
Among the Jats the men ordinarily wear trousers (paijarna), a
quilted jacket (rnirzai), and a turban; the trousers and jacket are
very commonly made of a green cloth. Meos and the poorer classes
'generally wear only a pagri or narrow strip wound round the head, a
dhoti or waist cloth, and a chaddar or sheet thrown over the body;
women wear a petticoat, or among the good Mahomedans, trousers ;
a boddice covering the' breasts, but cut rather low in: the centre, displaying tattooed representations of what are supposed to be peacocks ;
and a sheet or chaddar. In Palwal it is fashionable to have the chaddar
covered with small round pieces of glass, about the size of a watch
J- glass. Very young children of both sexes run about naked; as they
grow bigger the boy gets provided with a waist cloth, and the girl
with pa~jC(,mas or a petticoat; afterwards the boy gets a pagr! and the
girl a chaddar ; and finally the chadda» and the boddice complete
their respective costumes. The ornaments worn are not in any way
distinctive; but the follo~ing fact is perhaps worth noting. rome
Hindus have their front. upper teeth pierced, and little spikes of gold
inserted; so that, when they are dying there may be no difficulty in
carrying out the custom of placing- in the mouth, gold, Ganges water,
and a sprig of the tuls£ plant.
For a man with gold in his mouth
to lie is held to be a very great sin.
', The following games may be noticed as 'played by children :Bhaddl», a sort of prisoner's base; Pa,q plt(1.:;a or Patak dhara,
a g~e
at ball catching; Nuna 8hika1'i or nlenk,yan, i.e., Salt
huntmgor salt pans.-In this the boys play at being salt thieves and
customs patrols; Kanch KudM, guessing the whereabouts of a
hidden kauri with forfeits: and some others.
.
Bajra, juar and barley, porridge made of the various pulses,
[fhl, mil~ and butter-milk, form the ordinary food of the agricultural
population, Only the more easily circumstanced among them' can
" afford to commonly eat wheaten bread or consume much sugar or
meat; when meat is eaten, it is ordinarily goat's flesh: the great body
of Hindu agriculturists are prevented also from eating meat by religious
scruples. The regular meals are taken at mid-day and in the evening;
to these must be added a draught of butter-milk and a snack of whatever comes handy in the early morning. In a note furnished by the
Jistrict authorities for the Famine Report in 1879, the daily consumpti~n of food by each person was estimated as follows in 'seers :-

Their clothe and
ornaments.

Ga.mH.

Food.
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Beliaious Life.

...
...
...
...

.,.
Man
Woman ...
Old person
Two clildren

Food.

...
...
...
...

Total

I

...

Non-agriculturiats.

Ii,

1

1

f
f

1

Ii

----31-,
Ii

1

And the total annual consumption of a family constitued as
above was estimated thus in seers :Agricultu.
riats.

...

Wheat
Gram
Barley
Ju.ar
Bdjra
Urd
Rice
NautA
Mung

..
...
...
...
,

."

...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Total

GenerrJ .tatiaticI
.ad di.tribution of
religion •.

...
..

...

,

."

...
..,
...
...

...
...

...

Others.

---

200
400
200
400

...
200
200

}

200
120
240
200
200
80
10
80

-----...
1,600
1,200

The Commissioner was inclined to reduce these figures to 1,440
and 1,080 seers respectively.
Table No. VII shows the numbers in each tahsil and in the
whole district who follow each religion; as ascertained in the
Census of 1881, and Table No. XLIII gives similar figures for
towns. Table III, IlIA IIIB of the Report' of that Census
. give further details on the
Total
&ral
subject. The distribution of
Urbau
popula- popula- populaReligion.
every 10,000 of the popula.tiOD.
tioll.
tion.
tion by religions is shown in
,
the, margin. The limitations
... 6,934 6,137 6,844 I subject to which these figures
Hindu
12
2
1
..
Sikh
must be taken, and espeeiallj'
269
32
59
Jain
...
the rule followed in the classifi3,575
3,094
3,033
MusaIman ...
Christian , ...
I
...
7
cation ofHindus, are fully discussed in Part I, Chapter IV of the
Census Report. The distriBeet.
Rural
Total
1 bution of every 1,000 of the
,population.
PQ.Pulatlon.
Musalmlm
population by
sect is shown in the marWn.
::
:: ::
9~\
~~ The sects of the Christlan
Othen&lldunapeei1led
17'2
16'9
population are given in Table
--------------••••.• No. IlIA of the Census
Report ; but the figures are, fur reasons explained- in Part VII
Chapter IV of the Report so very imperfed that it is not worth while
to reproduce them here. Table No. IX shows the religion of the
major castes and' tribes of the district, and therefore the distribution
by caste of the great majority of the followers of each religion. A
brief description of the great religions of the Panjab and of their

I
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principal sects will be found in Chapter IV oithe
Census Ohapter III, B.
Report. The religious practice a,ud,belief ofthe district. present. no
Social and
. special peculiarities; and it would be out of place to enter here into BeligiousLife.
'" any disquisition on the general question. The general distribution of General statistics
religions by ta/uil.ls oan be gathered from the figt,lresof Table No. VII; and distribution of
religions.
~.'
and regarding the population as a whole, no more detailed information
as to looality is available. But the landowning classes with the exeepnon of the Meos, who hold all the Firozpnr and the greater part of
the Nuh ta.:kBU,are with few exceptions Hindu.
Among the agricultural population generally the forms of worship The religions of the
which most prevail ate those connected with what they call their
people.
Kachcha Mazhah as distinct from the Paeca Mazhab of orthodox
HindUism and Mahomedanism. In most HindU.villages and in many Village deities and
oftheMeo villages will be found, under some shade-giving tree, a
superstition.
little masonry platform, the shrine of the Bhumiya or local deity,
ifsuch he can be called, for the Bhumiya is generally ene of the founders
of the village, or, as Mr. Channing found in one village, the Brahmin
priest of the original settlers. The special day for making offerings
is the CkaudaJt, or 14th day of the month. Some of the Bhumiyaa
are said to grant the prayers of their votaries, and to punish severely
those who offend them. One of the Superintendents of Settlement
told Mr. Channing that he had once been obliged, by the feeling of
a great weishton his chest, to quit 0. place sacred to a Bhumiya where
he was accidentally sleeping; and the same Bhum~ljd visited with
~.
illness a man who cleaned his teeth near his shrine. Those Bhumiyas
who thus bear the reputation of being revengeful and vicious in temper
are respected, and offerings to them are often made; while those who
have the character of easy, good-tempered fellows are neglected. A
somewhat similar localdeity who does not seem to be always clearly
. distinguished from the BliumiJfCt,but whose shrine is often found in
addition to that of the Bhumiya in the same village, is the Chanwand,
also called "llltera Deota. Some villages say that the Cltanwand is
the wife of the Bkumiya ; others seem to pub the Chanwand in the
place of the Bhumiya, but the Chanwand is worshipped on Sunday.
The Btindela is only worshipped in times of sickness, and
especially of cholera.; and is probably the same as Hsrdaur mentioned
in Elliot's Glossary. In the last century cholera broke out in Lord
Hastings's Army, shortly after some cattle had been killed within the
grove where lie the ashes of a Bundelkhand chief, named Hardaul
Lala.. The epidemic was attributed to his wrath, and his lordship
over cholera being thus established, he too is in many villages given
a small shrine, and prayed to remove pestilence when it visits the
. \'illage. The spirits of young men who die childless are also supposed
to haunt the village, as are the ghosts of men who from any cause
die dissatisfied and unwilling to leave their homes. Such spirits are
called euphemistically pita, or father, but generally bear the
character of being vindictive and roquiring a great deal of attention.
A little shrine, very much resembling a chulldt, or native fire-place,
is generally constructed in their honour near a tank, and there
pfferings ~ made. Sometimes a pita descends on a pCl1l0n,who
then becomes inspired, shakes his head, rolls his eyes, and reveals
the will of the pita. This is spoken of as khclc£n,or playing. The
6
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Chapter III, B. village watchman ofDamdama, in tahsU Gurgaon bears the reputation
of being occasionally thus inspired.
Socia.! and
In some villages is found a shrine very similar to that of the
ReligiouB Life.
Bhumiya,
known as Paththarwali ; and when a man in sickness puts
Vill8.ge deities and
on
the
cord
of Devi and recovers, he has to perform ajourney to Nagarsuperatiticn,
kot, or JMla Mukhi, in Kangra, and takes with him a Bhagat, or
professed devotee of Devi, and while he is away the females of his
family worship the Paththarwali, Besides these there is often a
shrine known as that of the Panjpir. The Hindus regard this as
sacred to the Pandri brothers; the Mahomedans as sacred to five of
their saints. A miraculous light is asserted to sometimes appear at
midnight on these shrines. Satt~s also are often worshipped Thus
in the village of Rojka Gujar, there is the shrine of a Gujarni Satt{
who has constituted herself the patroness of the Brahmin priests
of the village, and unless they are properly looked after she gets
angry and sends things into the bodies of the offenders, causing them
pain; and then on the first day of the moon the Brahmins have to
be collected and fed at her shrine. The standards of Shaikh SalM
and Shaikh Madar are often to be met with in Meo villages, carried
on circuit for the collection of the offerings of their votaries. Sahir
Masud was one of Sultan Mahmud Ghazni's chief generals; his tomb
is at Bahraich in Oudh, and the Meos regard him as their chief
patron saint. The Madar Sahib is a saint, whose shrine is at
Makanpur near AHgarh. Mr. Wilson notes that the maulvts now
discourage the use of'the Sa-Iarstandard as idolatrous.
LocaJ. shrinell.
Beside these village objects of worship, there are many shrines
to the occupants of which reverence is paid. Thus in Sojwari, takll
Palwal, there is a shrine of Shaikh Ahmad Chishti; but Mahomedan
though he was, his votaries are mainly Hindus. The Kanungo
family of Palwal say that one .of their ancestors used to visit this
shrine constantly, and died here. After death they intended to take
away his corpse to the Jamna and burn it, but such was his attachment to Shaikh Ahmad that until they cut off one of his fingers and
buried it in the shrine, his body could not be moved. The chot'i, or
lock of hair, of the children of this family is always cut off at this
shrine. Many of the neighbouring Hindu J at villages have dedicated
plots to this shrine; and some Jats of the village told Mr. Channing
they only did pt),jd or worship, to Sheikh Ahmad Chishti, Brahmins,
and the pipal tree. In other places Mahomedanshrines are objects
of worship to the Hindu villagers. The occupants of some of these
shrines are credited with the power of working miracles; thus in the
Meo village of Ghairatpurbas, tahs'il Gurgaon, there are two shrines
known as those of Wilayat Shah and Hashim Shah. The ministers
of Hashim Shah's shrine once allowed it to fall into a bad state of
repair, whereupon the saint affiictedthem with sickness until they
executed the repairs needed; and once when a man of the neighbouring
village of Sakatpur was on a journey, the wheel of his cart began
to give way: thereupon he vowed five balls of gur to Wilayat Shah
if he got his cart to the village; on he journeyed in safety until he
reached the village boundary, and then down went the cart. The
saint had fulfilled his part of the contract. Nor are Hindu miracles
wanting: in Indrl, tahsil Nub, on the day of the Hoh, five cow-dung
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cakes appear mysteriously on the place where the HoU offerings Ohapter III. B
are deposited.
.
Sooialand
Tales of sorcery too are not unknown. There still lives in the Religious Life,
district a famous Brahmin sorcerer, who is said to steal the skulls of Sorcery. the evil
people who die young, and to hold th~ unfortunate spirit:' ~mJ;>risoned eye. and charma.
In them. Then if anyone offends him, he sends a spmt into the
.offender, who takes the name of the dead man or woman in whose
body the spirit formerly dwelt, and states, when asked, that the
Brahmin had sent him. If something is given to the Brahmin, the
patient generally gets better. This Brahmin is also able to interpret
the will of pitas, cause wells to faU in by throwing written charms
down them, and secure a favourable result to a suit in the courts by
the recital of other spells. Some wizards, Mr. Ohanuing was told, if
they cut offa lock of a woman's hair, could cause her to die; and then,
when she had been burned, could bring her to life again, and thus
.secure her for their own enjoyment. But he was not told of this
happening nearer than Lahore. There is, of course, the usual dread
of the evil eye, the theory of which was thus described by some
Ja.ts :-When a child is born, au invisible spirit is sometimes, not
always,bom separately at the same time; and unless the mother
takes the precaution of keeping one breast tied up for forty days
while she feeds the child from the other, in which case the spirit
dies or hunger, the child grows up with the endowment of the
evil eye; and whenever a person so endowed looks at anything
covetously,something evil will happen to it. Amulets worn for
protection from the evil eye seem to be of two classes: the first,
objects which apparently resist the influence by a superior innate
strength, such as tiger'S claws ; and the second, objects of a worthless
character, such as cowries, which may catch the eye of their beholder,
and thus prevent the covetous look.
,
Charms too are found very useful in times of cattle-disease. One
practice which prevails in the south-east of the district arose in this
way. Once upon a time a man whose descendants live at Tumora,
in the Mllthra.district, was sleeping out in the fields, watching over
his cattle with spear and shield, when he saw the cattle-disease
creeping up towards his oxen in an animal shape; he watched
his opportunity and got the disease under his shield, which
he pressed firmly down. The diseuse entreated to be released,
but he would not let it go until it promised thvt it would never remain
where he or his descendants Were present, So still when a. murrain
visits the village, his descendants are summoned and walk round the
village calling on the disease to fulfil its contract. Another and more
widely-known method of protecting the cattle is to erect at the
entrance of the village two poles between which a.rope of dab grass
is stretched. On this are suspended wooden models of a plough and
a narrow mez, an unbaked earthen pot covel', an onion, and an iron
spike. All of these are marked with oil and red lead, and on the
earthen cover is written a charm by some holy man. Then on an
appointed day all the cattle are driven out below the rope and charm,
and on that day no fira is lit in the village, until the evening, and all
the milk of the day is given to Brahmins. In cases of snake bite,
one method adopted is for the charmer to repeat an invocation to.
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Chapter III, B. Noah in Arabic twenty-one times by a well, from which he then
draws water, and washes with his right hand, his feet and hands; and
Social and
Rellgious Life. the water remaining after these ablutions is sprinkled on the patient,
who also drinks some of it. Scorpion bites can be cured by invoking
Sorcery, the evil
Khwaja Muin-ud-dln. In times of great sickness Mahomedans
eye, and charms.
sometimes take a he-goat perfect in all respects, and -ten or twenty
men walk with it all round the village, repeating verses.of the Koran;
then they' kill it, and bury it in the centre of the village, or they
write a prayer on a piece of paper, and put it ov.er the chief entrance
of the village. The prayer runs thus :-Sonof
'Abdulla.h. son of
Aimana ; Flee away disease, Mahomed has come.
ReHgiOUB revival
The Meos have hitherto been very lax Mahornedans, sharing
amollg the Moos.
in most of the rites and customs of their Hindu neighbours, especially,
such as are pleasent to observe; their principle of action seems to have
been to keep the feasts of both religions and the fasts of neither.
Recently religious teachers have become more numerous among
them, and some. Meos now keep the Ramzan fast, build village
mosques, say their prayers, and their wives wear trousers instead of
the Hindu petticoat,-all signs of a religious revival.
. Fairs &lid meldl.
Attendance on fairs ormelQ,s, which combine devotion and amusement, constitutes one of the few pleasures of the ordinary agriculturist. Chief among the fairs of Gurgaon is that of the goddess of
small-pox, Masani, whose t-emple is at Gurgaon, A small meld;
takes place there every Tuesday, except in the month of Sawan, but
the great fairs are those which occur in Chait. .Further reference to
this temple and the disposal of its income will be found in Chapter VI
under the heading Gurgson, Tradition describes its origin as follows:There was a shrine sacred to the goddess Devi, locally known by
the name of Masani, at the village of Keshopur, in the Delhi district.
Some 250 years ago, tradition says, the goddess appeared in a dream
to one Singha, a Jat of some influence, and resident at the village of
Gurgaon, and saying she wished to leave Keshopur, directed him to
construct a shrine for her in his village. As she at the same time
authorized the fortunate Singha to appropriate all the offerings of
her shrine, the orders of the goddess were promptly carried out.
The shrine was bnilt and flourished, until its fame reached as far as
Benares. A visit to this shrine is an antidote for small-pox, and women
from great distances flock to it with their children to obtain this benefit;
as many as 30,000 pilgrims are estimated to attend in the course of the
year. The greatest crowd is in the month of April or May, but all
the year round the stream is kept up, M.ondaybeing the fuvourite day.
Singha and his heirs enjoyed the offerings for 200 years. The Begam
Samru, when the pa1'ganah was under her rule, took the proceeds
during one month in each year, but now again the whole is the
perquisite of the village headmen. The offerings sometimes amount
to Rs. 24,000 in the course of the year.
In the Rewari tahsZl at the village of Bas-Doda, where there is an
ancient temple of Bhaironji, a fair is held on the 26th of Chait, and
the following two days, to which people are said to resort from as far
as Agra and Delhi. The offerings, which are enjoyed by the owners
of the village, are estimated at Rs. 500. Formerly girls of the Dhinwar
class used to be married to the god at these festivals. and it is said
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that they always died soon afterwards, but that of late years the Ohapter III, B.
practice had been discontinued. In the Firozpur tahsil there is a
Booial and
large gathering of Meos at the village of Khori Shah Oaokha, on the Beligious Life.
1st to the 7th Jamadi-ul-awwal ; the object of their pilgrimage is the
Fairs and meld&.
- tomb of the saint, Shah Ohokha. The estimated attendance is from
8,000 to 10,000. Formerly this fair used to be a great place for
elopements, it being held a sufficient answer from a man who left the
fair with another Meo's wife to say that Shah Ohokha had given her
to him. In addition to these there is a number of other melds of
smaller importance, such as those held in the Gurga,on tahlJ£l at Kasan
on the 29th Bhadsun, at Sohna on the 18th Sawan, at Jslsmpur on
the 9th Bhsdaun, at Budhera on Wednesdays in Chait, and in Bhtindsf
Khohri and Karaula on the 22nd Chait and 22nd Kuar ; in. the Nuh
tal/,Sf,l at Palla on the 24th to 27th Jamadi-ul-awwal, at Nuh on.the
10th Ramz8.n.,at Gahbar on the 1st Chait and 1st Kuar, at Nalhar
on the 14th Phagan,and at Suamiat the full moon in Katak; in
Firozpur tah8'tl at the Jhir near .Ffrozpur on the 14th Magh, and at
Mahouli on the 8th Kuar and 8th Chait; in the Rewari tahsil at
Bharswes Balwari, and Siha on the Ist Chait j at Darauli on the 9th
Bhadaun, at Inehehapuri on the 13th Sawan and 13th Phagan, and at
the tank of Rao Tej Singh in Rewari on the 18th Sawan; in the Palwal tahsil at the tomb of Shaikh Ahmad Chishti in Sajwari on the
11th and 12th Rabi-ul-awwa.1, where 5,000 persons are said to collect;
at Beaswa on 26th Phagan, at Palwal on the 21st Bhadaun, at
Gurwa.ri on the 25th J eth, at Banchsri on 2nd Chait, and at Alawalpur
on the 15th Ph~gan. In the Rewari tahsil there are Jfahants of some
reputation at Balwari and at Bharawas. In many Ahir villages the
people unyoke their Cattle at the well, when the evening sank".
sounds, in obedience to the traditional instructions of one of these
Mahant8.

Table No. VIII shows the numbers who speak each of the principallanguages current in the district separately for each tahsU and
for the whole district. More detailed
Proportion
information will be found in Table No.
Language.
por 10,000 of
poputatlon,
IXofthe Census Report for 1881, while
in Chapter V of the same Report the
Hindustani
.•
9.993
several languages are briefly discussed.
llagri..
..
..
1
5
PMljaQi ••••
•• \
The figures in the margin give the
All Indian languages
..
9,999
Non·Indian languages
distribution of every 10,000 of the
1
population by language, omitting
small figures.
The dialect spoken almost universally in the district should rather
be called Hindi than Hindustani.
It is true tha.t the better educated,
esp~cially. i~ the towns and among the Mahomedans, who claim a
foreign ongm, such as the Saiyads and Pathans, speak the Urdu of
Delhi; but they form a very small fraction of the population. The
speech of the villagers and the lower classes generally, Musalman as
well as Hindu, is a pure Hindi with comparatively few words of
Persian or Arabic origin. It is the dialect classed as western Hindi,
and differs little from the pure Hindi of Braj, the holy tract about
Mathra. In the matter of inflections the most noteworthy difference
between this dialect and Urdu is the use of the subjunctive form fot

I

Language.
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Chapter III~B. the present instead of-employing the present participle with an
auxiliary, e. g., " he makes" is in Urdu karta hai, but in Hindi kare;
Social and
without a
Reliaioua Life. another difference is the plural termination of nouns in
on
with
a
nasal
sound.
The
Hindi
nasal
in
place
of
the
Urdu
an
or
IAnsaase.
verb" to be" takes a form different from Urdu, e. g., "he is," Urdu
hai, Hindi ee, 'e he was" Urdu tM., Hindi M.. Some of the affixes
which take the place of inflections are different from those of Urdu,
e. g., tale for n!che "below," dhore for pas "near;" and the Meos
especially employ a curious form of the past participle active in karhani
e. g., " having taken" Urdulekar, Mewa.t Hindilekarhdn!. The villagers
pronounce their vowels very broad, especially in Rewa.n where the
terminal long Ii is pronounced more like o. Some changes of consonants
are noticeable, for instance the cerebral r for l, or the cerebral d for"?";e.g.,
chaupar for chaupil (guest-house), gad'; for gar£ (cart). But the chief
differences are 'in the vocabulary. Not only do the words in common
use differ greatly from those of the recognized Urdu, especially in the
substitution of words of native origin for those derived from Persian
or Arabic ; but the words used in different parts of the district differ
considerably from one another, so that the vocabulary of the Abirs of
Rewad has many words seldom used "by the Jats of Palwal, and the
Meos of Nuh use many words seldom heard in the mouths of Abira
or Jats. In other respects, however, in inflections and in the great
mass ofits vocabulary, the dialect of the Meos is almost as pure a Hindi
as that of the Jats, Rajputs and Brahmins themselves.
Table No. XIII gives statistics of education as ascertained at
Education,
the Census of 1881 for each
-Education.
Ipo:.ili.tion Tot~
religion, and for the Fotal po-'
_________
..-:~~
pulation of each tah8il. The
:! {Undorinstruction ..
69
99
figures for female education
~ Can read and write",
828
417
are probably very imperfect
.; { Und;;-~Otio~I-O:S~indeed;. The figures in the
j
margin show the number eduCan read and write..
t·()
e-i
eated among every 10,000 of
~ \
each sex: according to the
Census Returns. Statistics regarding the attendance at Government
and Aided Schools will be found in Table No. XXXVII.
The distribution of the
Girls.
Details.
Boys.
scholars at these schools by
------------religion and the occupations of
Europeans and Eurasians ".
Native Chrlstillllll ,...
"52
their fathers, as it stood in
:~:!i':"'n8'
46
1881-82, is shown in the
~~.;.
5
margin.
_----This gives one Gove-rnChildren of agriculturists .•
2,089
•.
••
of non'agriculturists
727
98
ment School to every 30_
1
square miles. These figures
compare favourably with the corresponding figures for the similarly
situated districts of this part of the Panjab, and show that Gurgaon is
better off for means of education, and takes better advantage of
them than Karnal, Rohtak, Hisar or Sirsa.
Besides these schools, there are 49_indigenous schools, unaided
by Government, which are said to have on their rolls 359 .H~ndu ~nd
199 Mahomedan pupils, total 558. Here, as elsewhere, 1t 1Snotice-
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able that the Hindus avail themselves more of the means of education Cha.pterln, B.
than do the Musalmans. The greatest apathy is observable among
Social a.nd
the agricultural classes who pay the school cess and the local rate, Re!igious.Life.
and 'in many of the village schools there is a preponderance of boys
. EducatioD •
. of the trading classes, which pay little towards this support; the fees
charged'to such classes being very small. The teachers in the Lower
Schools are not themselves particularly intelligent or well educated,
though in this respect they are gradually attaining a higher standard.
As in other countries, the better men. are tempted to devote themselves more particularly' to the higher classes, and to forward the
cleverer boysaHhe expense of the mass of ordinary or stupider children.
Female education is only nominal. Mr. Wilson wrote as follows
in 1878 :" It is interesting to compare these statistics ,with the report On
education in, this district made by Mr. Fraser, Collector, in 1846, or 32
years before.
It seems that in those days little pecuniary aid was given
by Government, and the schools were all of the type now termed
.
, indigenous.' There
In 1846. In 1878. Increase.
were in all 100 such
schools, in 50 of
116
16
... 100
which Hindi \, was
Number of schools
...
68
104
172
Number of teachers
taught and in 50
Number of scholars under
Urdu. The comparainstruction
... 1,309 4,213\ 2,904
tive statement in the
.
margin
gives the
tltatistics in juxta.position.
"Althougn the increase in the actual number receiving instruction is
not so great as might have been expected from the great increase of expenditure ou education, no doubt the quality of the iustruction given even in
the Lower Schools, which alone can be compared with the old indigenous
schools, is very much better, and the advance, though slow, is a real one."

--- ---

.

The character and disposition of the people is thus discussed by
Mr. Channing in his Settlement Report. Tables Nos. XL, XLI,
and XLII give statistics of crime. Table No XXXV shows the consumption of liquors and narcotic stimulants.
" From an analysis made by Mr. Wilson of the statistics of Civil
litigation it appears that the Gurgson population is among the least
litigious in the Panjab, The following table gives statistics collected under
my instructions as to the numbers of each of the chief tribes or classes who
were respectively plaintiffs and defendants in suits (a) for personal and
house property and (b) for revenue-paying land, which were received in the
record office from the 16th June 1876 to 15th June 1877. These figures
include suits brought in Settlement Courts. The Banias very naturally
figure most largely as plaintiffs in suits for personal and house property,
but comparatively rarely in suits for revenue-paying land. Meos furnish
•. good proportion of plaintiffs and defendants in both classes of cases; 80
also do J!l.ts, Abira, and Brahmins. Sheikhs seem to be very litigious;
one Sheikh village ia noted for its constant disputes, Sajwari in tah&il
Palwal. Faqi:rs too seem to be unduly often in court. The number of
goldsmiths involved in suits is not creditable to the class. I believe that
weavers and some other classes almost invariably settle all disputes among
themselves by pancMit.
In going over returns compiled from the record
office, I found that while in some villages suits were numerous, in others
the records of litigation were blank; and I have found that in some places
the people never reaort to OU1' courts, but settle all their disputes among

Character and disposition of th G
people.
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Chapter III, B. themselves. If I remember a right, the large Meo village 01 Nai in
Firozpur is thus honourably distinguished :Sooia.land
Religious Life.
Character and dis-

I

pOIi.tion of the
people.

Suite regarding personal or house propE'rty, &0.

CLASS.

No. of
plaintiffs.

-

:Banw
Moo.
Jlit&
AMra
Brahmine
Hindu Rajputs
Gujars
Sheikhs
Saiyads
Mughals
Pathlins
Biloches
Butchera
Faqf.rB

Smiths
Carpenters
Oilmen
Weavers
Bohra
Dhusar
Goldsmiths
Gardeners
Salt-workers
Sweepers
Gorwalis
Khli.nzadlis
Rangars
Chamars
Barbers
Bhiahtt,
Distillers
Potters
Shepherds

...
...

......

.,.
.,.
.,.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

..
...
...
..
...
....
..
...
..
,

'"

,

'"

,

,

...
...
...

...
..
...
...
...
...
...
,

'"

..•
...

...
...
...
...
...
.....
...
...
..
...

...
...
...

'"

...

..
...
...
...
'"

_

,

,

...
'"

..,
..,
..
...
.,.
...
..
...
."
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
...
,

,

,

..,
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
'"

...

2.506
242
US
134
258
33
11
55
11
7
28
10
86
22
8
8
15
3
48
98
45

17
5

Suite re~g
rev.nue-pa.ymg
lands.

No. of de- No. of
fendant&. plaintiffs.

494
1,062
302

301
191
88
111
80
24
10
40

-

17
72
61
23
36
65

..
I

19
,

25
63
69
40

43
3<J:1
225
133
89
41

30
91
11

lP
2

5
3
25
17
4
22
1
2

...

...
...

I

..

,

2
1

44

...

3

6
8
5
25

7
7
15
89
2

...

7
2

26

6
6
3
3
2

'"

'1"

32
33
37
273
56
15
5
42
6

...

211
311
213
76 .
127
126

19

30

5
11
6

---,;-

54

10

9

No. of defendant&.

4

1
1
41
77
30

19

...

I

...

1

1

" Gurgaon, notwithstanding its Minas and its large population of Meos·
and Gujars who are generally, but it seems 'somewhat unjustly, classed as·
criminal tribes, is singularly free from crime. The annexed statement,
taken from the Annual Police Report, shows that,as compared with the
neighbouring districts of the Pan jab, excluding those which have a. large
town population, the amount of crime in proportion to the population is
very small, smaller than in any of the other districta,
Number of cognizable case! rtp()J'ted per 10,000 of population.

\

Year.
1875 ...
1876 ...
1877 ...
1878 ...

-

Average

IGurgaon.

Karnlil. Ludhisaa,

Rohak.

Hisar.

Sirsa.

- --- --- ----- --- --

12
12
17
27

22
20
22
21

19

18

18
19
22
25

20
20
23
19

30
30
30
32

Whole
Panjtfu.

-27

28

I
17-1--;I-~1-211-~--- --.
I

20
36

31

30

33

30

I
I
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The great increase in crifne in. 1~7g- :was due to the ~t
di;stress OhaPt~rm.~
which preva.iled, and no doubt a similar mcresse was noticeable m the
Sooia.1and
neighbouring districts, though they did ;not suffer ,so much. from the Religious Life
aoa.rcity. Murders are very rare. 'l'he commonest crimes are simple theft Character and dial
. and house-trespass.
Ca.ttle-thefts and crimes accompanied with violence
poIiti~!lof the I
people.
are not unusually common. Even the, Meos, formerly noted for. their
turbulence, ha.te become a. law-abiding people; and although .the~ was
a notable increase in the amount of crime during the hard yea.rs of 1871
• and 1878. during whioh the scarci~y in this ~istri~ approached ~he
dimensions of a famine, yet not even m such a time did the population
generally show So disposition to. infringe the law. Upon the. who~e,
, GurgaoD districfit and more particalarlj' that part of Mewat WhICh hea
"i~hin ifit may be taken as one of the most favourable examples of the
81J'eetsof British rule in repressing crimes against person and' property.
'.ne following figures are obtained from the annual Police Reports ::-

----..

I

1878
18'17
18'18

..

Average

..

,
,

,

6
14
.1:1

Brahmin.

11

11
16

Ahf~

Mina (besides convietions under Criminal
Tribes Act.)

Mea. Bani&.

10
15
19

I

10
21
41

24
22
23

14
32

--------u 12 15 23 27
!

I
I
I

Numbe-r of criminals per 10,000 of population.
Jat.

I

I
I

170
270
400

~l

I

280

27

;

The actual number of convictions of the Minas is more than doubled
by convictions under the Criminal Tribes' Act. From this statement it
appears tha.fit while the Jats, Brahmins, and Ahirs are comparatively la.wabiding, the Gujara, Moos and Banias are the classes more addicted to
crime, while the Minas far and away distanee all the others in this respect.
If the M6O$ and Gujars are to be classed as criminal classes, the Banias
should be placed along with them. Indeed, except in the year 1878, when
Mewat suffered most.from scarcity, the Meos were eIl.titled to be classed
.a.mong the less criminal tribes. In the old Statistical Report of Gurgaon,
a statement is given showing the number of persons of each tribe convicted
of crime in:t1nve
years ending.f une 1845. A complete comparison
cannot be
for, nrst, the population was not the same as now; and
secondly; ma Wa.cts are now punished criminally which would then have
been let pass; but roughly taking the population then as four-fifths of the
present popula.tion, the compa.rison stands as follows :Number of criminal, per 10,000 of population.
JAC \"~.mm ,

Average of 5 years ending 1845...
Average of 3 yean ending 18'18...

41
2
11 I 12

Ahi~IGujar.
li
15

14
23

I I
1

27

I
I
I
I
I
I

Meos~ Bania. \ M:'
6
27

I

53
280

I

If anything can be inferred from this, it would appear that the J ats
and Guja.rs are now comparatively less criminal than they were, while
tlle Ahirs and Danias a.re much more so. The only tribe to which the
provisions of the OriminalTribes'Act
have been extended is the Minas,
'Who&I'fI found ~biefly in t.he outlying town of Sbabjahanpur, wbi.h i.

7

I

I
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Ohapter III, B. surrounded on 8.11 sides by the Alwar territory.

There are smaller bodies
of them residing in Guraora, &c. They are most incorrigible robbers, and
notwithstanding the, most stringent precautions, numbers of them manage
to absent themselves from their homes on distant dacoity expeditions,
Character and diachiefly in the RajpuMna. States. They are skilful in planning the highpGaition of the
way robberies in which they most delight, and bold in executing them,
people.
being generally prepared to meet resistance with violence. Proposals have
been made to give them land and establish them ina reformatory village,
or to employ them in a class regiment. Their fellow-tribesmen in Alwar
are employed in military, duties, and make excellent cultivators,
The
district is noted for the number of deaths, especially of women, caused by
falling into wells. Some of these are, probably enough, suicides; The
number of deaths from this cause for the years 1877 and 1878 were 152
and 275 respectively; and during the same years the deaths from drowning in tanks were respectively 35 and 52, being ohiefly those of children
drowned while bathing. During the hot weather it is not Uncommon to
receive reports of fires in villages, whose dry thatched roofs quickly spread
the conflagration. The actual damage done is seldom very great, but if,
as in the last few years, the fire occur at a time of distress from scarcity,
the misery of the burned-out inhabitants is ~ltatly increased and the village presents a most desolate appearance till better times come round. It
is, however, satisfactory to notice that, since the above description of the
character of the Minas was written, the number of them convicted of crime
has decreased, and that many of them have taken to agriculture and other
honest callings, while others have taken service in the police, and somea.ga.m
have obtained employment as village watchmen."

SociaJ. and
Religious Life.

Poverty or wealth
of the people,

It is impossible to form any satisfactory estimate of. the wealth
of the commercial and inAssessment.
11869070'11870071.\1871.72.
?ustrialclass~s. Thefigures
-O-lass·--J-.{-~-u-mber taxed
•.
7~6 -m ---;j6o"
In
the margin show the
Amount of tax..
7,988
14,059
3,78t
working of the Income
Class II. {Number taxed
o.
102
263
144
Tax lor
~ t he on 1Y. tree
h
Amount of tax
2,152
7,101
2,099
Class III. { 1~~:;t
~"t.~~.. 2
3 6~~
2 3~~
years for which details are
ClasslV·{~~~~~t~~
'74~
2'3~~
'50~
available: and Tahle No.
CIass v J Number taxed
..
' 67·
XXXIV gives statistics
Total
'1{~:::b~;
~xt:d
908
U~ 678 for the License tax for
., Amount of tax
..
13,240 84,272
8,6S.
each year since its imposition. The distribution of
licenses granted and fees collected in 1880-81 and 1881-82 between
towns of over and villages of under 5,000 souls, is shown in the
margin. But the numbers
affected by these taxes are
1881 82.
small. It may be said gene1880-81.
Towns.
Villages.
rally that a very large proportion of the artisans in
--- the
towns are extremely
Number of Licenaes ••
1,79a
413
106
Amount of fees
.. 20,570 7,420 10,445 poor, while their fellows in
the villages are scarcely less
dependent upon the nature of'the harvest than are the agriculturists
themselves, their fees often taking the form of a fixed share of the
produce; while even where this is not the case, the demand for their
products necessarily varies with the prosperity of their customers.
Perhaps the leather-workers should be excepted, as they derive
considerable gains from the hides of the cattle which die in a year

3t~

I

0

---- ---

•
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. of drought. 'Xhe circumstances of the agricultural
discussed below. in Section D.

classes are Chapter nr, C.
Tribes, Castes,.
and :Gea.Cling
Fa.milie.e.

SEOTION O.-TRIBES, CASTES. AND LE!ADING
FAMILIES.
Table No. IX gives the figures for the principal castes and tribes
of the district, with details of sex and religion, while Table No. IXA
shows the number of the Jess important castes. It would be out of
place to attempt a description of each. Many of them are found all
over the Panjdb, and mosb of them in many other districts, and their
representatives in Gurgaon are distinguished by no local peculiarities,
Some of the leading tribes, and especially those who are important
as landowners, or by position and influence, are briefly noticed in the
following sections; and each caste will be found described in, Chapter
VI of the Census Report for 188l. The census statistics of caste
were not compiled for tahs'ils, at least in their final form. It was
found that an enormous number of mere clans-or subdivisions had
been returned as castes in the schedules, and the classification of
these figures under the main heads shown in the caste tables.
was made for,districts only. Thus no statistics showing the local
distribution of the tribes and castes are available, But the general
'distribution of the more im.portant landowning tribes is given below
under their several headings. '
The following table shows the number of estates owned by each
tribe at the time when the revenue rate reports of the recent settlement were .mitted.
Since then, there has been a change in the
number of distinct estates entered on the rent-roll, and there have
been some changes of proprietorship; but the figures will suffice to
give a general idea. of the man~er in which the proprietary rights
a.re held :'
Tribe.
Meo
Abir
Jat
Rajput, Hindu 72 I
Muhamma.da.ns 8 f
Gujar
'
Brahmin
Gorw3.h
MaMja.n
Skinner Esta.te
Sheikh
Saiyad
BUoch

Number of
Villages owned.

:m

218

181
80

5t
42
15
13
11
11

9
6

Statistics and local
distribution of
tribe. and cutes.

Number of estates
owned by each mblt.

Number of
viUages owned'.
6
6
5
3
3

Tribe.
Khanzada.
Government
Pathan
Dbusar
Tag a

Mallah
Fakir
Kaahmiri P:mdit
Kayath
Mughal. carpenter}
Shepherd,
Sa l t- .,.
worker ,1 each
Owned by various tribes,
i •••

2'
Z
2'
2
4

211

The Meos own nearly the whole of the Ffrozpur tak'll and the
greater part of the Nuh tahSil, besides a few outlying villages .in
Gurga.on and Palwal. The tahsil of Firozpur, the western portion
of Nuh, and the adjacent parts of Alwar and Bhartpur, form Mewa.t
o!"the country of the Meos. The early history of this tribe and the
origin of their name are alike difficult to ascertain. They claim indeed a Ra.jput origin, alleging descent from an ancestor converted in "

The Meol.
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Chapter III, C. the time of Kutb-ud-din, but this claim ofR8jput descent is constantly
Tribes, Oastes, made by all tribes of low present status. Mr. Channing writes III
follows :'d~
~a.milies.
" My own inquiries on the suject were imperfect; but they led me to a
'The Meoa.
conclusion,which I find has also been adopted by Major Powlett, that the
Minas and Moosare connected,and I shouldbe inclined to add that both are
probably representatives of the esrlier non-Aryan,inhabitants of the country.
In Tod's "Rajasthan," Vol. II, page 76, I find it stated that Mewassois a
name given to the fastnesses in the Aravalli hills, to which Minas, Kolfs.and others make their retreat. ,Pdl is, on the same authority, the-term lor
a community of any of the aboriginal mountain races; its import is a
defile or valley, fitted for cultivation and defence ; and Pal is the term,
given to the main sub-divisionsof the Meos and also of the Minas. ~bese
latter, who in Gurgaon are known only as a body of professed crimiD&le,
were the original masters of the state of Amber or Jaipur, the Rajput
kingdom of which was founded by Dhola Rfi.e about A.D. 967 after
subduing the Minas. Tad also states that in J aipur the Minas are still the
most numerous tribe, and possess large immunities and privileges; formerly the eika of sovereignty was marked by blood taken from the great
toe of a Mina of Kalikho, another token, as I interpret it, of the ancient
sovereignty of the tribe. Moos are often mentioned, although not in
Gurgaon, as Mina. Meos: and in the older ,Muhammadanhistorians and
in'l'ad I find expeditions against.their country spoken of sa expedition.'
against the lIawasat, and in later times as against the Mawa&. These
fa.ctsincline me to the belief that the Meos are such of the aboriginal
Mina population of the Aravalli hills as were converted to Muhammadanism, and that their name is probably a corruption of Mewasati, or the men
of the mountain passes. Perhaps other inquirers may be able to confirm
or refute this theory, which I only put forward tentatively."
Any Meo will tell glibly enough that the tribe i.ivided into
twelve Pd18 and fifty-two GotB; but no two enumerations of the Pdl.
correspond precisely; and the fifty-two Got8 include the PaLa, and
are not, as would at first appear, in addition to them. The following
enumeration of the Pale is perhaps correct :-1 Balant, 2 Ra.tawa.t, 3
Darwal,41 Landawat, 5 Ohirklot, 6 Dimrot, 7 Dulot, 8 Nai, 9 Yunglot,
10 Dahngal, 11Singal, 12 Kalesa or Kalsakhi, Besides these there is
a thirteenth Palakhra or little Pal, Pahat. The Pal« which are
strongest in Gurgaon are the Dahngals in the north of NUb; the
Chirklots in the south-east of N uh and in the country round PUnahana ; the Landawats, Dimrots, and Dulots in the Firozpur valley,
and the Darwals in the country south of N uh, 'I'hese Meo sub-tribes
still possess a strong feeling of unity and the power of corporate
action. In the Mutiny the members of each sub-division genera.Uy
acted together: and it will be well for future district officers to keep
themselves informed of the names and characters of the men, who
from time to time possess considerable influence over their 'fellowtribesmen, such as the late Chand Khan of Bastdpur. and KabIr
Khan of Bukha.raka among the Ohirklots, Meda of Meoli among the
Darwals, Mohr Singh of Bisru and Khushi Khan of Ma.dapur among
the Dimrots, and Chandra of Sunahra, among the Dahngals. Dowa
in F£rozpur is the mother village of the Dulots ; Gh8.ta Sharns4b&d.in the same tah8il of the Dimrots, and Raisena in GUrgaoD oCthe

,r~

Dahn8&1s.
.
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The Khanzada.s are a race who were. formerly of much more Ohapter In. O.
importance than at present; they claim to have been formerly Jadaun Tribes, Oastes,
Rajputs, and that their ancestors, Lakhan Pal and Sumitr Pal, who &nd~ ·
, Famili 88.
dwelt at Tahangarh in Bhartpur, were converted to Islam in the
The Kh&n_6cUI.
reign of Firoz SUh (A..D. 1351 to 1388), who gave Lakhan Pal the
name of Nahir Khan and Sumitr Pal the name of Bahadar Khan,
and in. recognition of their hi~h descent called them Khanzadas and
made them bear rule in Mewat. At first they are said to have lived
, at Saraht& near Tijara, and afterwards, according to tradition, they
'possessed 1,484 villages: however this may be, there is no doubt that
they were the ruling race in Mewat down to the time of Babar; since
then they have gradually declined in importance, and now in this
district own only a few villages near N tih and to the north of
Firozpur. Traces of their former importance exist at Sohns, Bhundsi
and Kot1&. Kotla was one of their chief fortresses; the village is
situatedin'a small valley, wholly surrounded by the hill, except where
a small funnel-like pass gives entrance to it. In front of this pass
is the Kotla jhU, arid when this is filled with water, the only road to
the pass lies along a narrow strip of land between the lake and the
hill. The remains of a breast-work along the face of the hill and
across the mouth of the pass still exist, while on the hill abo~e the
village is a small ruined fort. The village now belongs to Meos ; some
of the buildings bear witness to its former greater importance. In
Alwar also the KMnzadas have fallen from their ancient rank, and
now possess but few settlements. Mr. Channing writes" It is probable that they are more intimately connected than they
acknowledge with the Meos, whom they resemble in personal appearance.
They do not ordinarily intennarry with Meos, but the Meo inhabitants of
Ghatwasan,; ',Pol Nasfrb~ KherIi Khurd, and Muhammadhas in the
Firozpur ,·,t«hfil profess to have been formerly KMnzadas, and to have
become Moos.by intermarriage. Their traditions also, which point to
Sarahta as t,heir ancient home, agree with those of more than one clan of
Moos.' If ,my supposition, that the Meosare converted Minas, is correct,
I am ~<ilined to suspect that the Khanzadas are the representatives of the,
noble class among the aboriginal. population. Tod mentions an Anl or
unmixed class among the Mina.s,known as Mainas. But my inquiries are
imperfect, and I can only commend the subject to anyone with a taste
for .ethnology, who has opportunities for study of the Minas, Mhaira,
&c., on the one hand, and the Meosand Kh3.nzadas on the other."

The following figures show the principal Jat tribes returned at
the Census of 1881 :SUB-DIVISIONS

Name.
.,

'

Phog4f;
Thakur
Chohan
Dean1
Dhankar
Dhmiwal
Dagar

Number.

...
...
...
...
...
...
-,',

Oil' J ATS.

Number.

Name.

Name.

Number.

--1;2~
5,116
1,580
1,408
772
,523
4,815

Rathi
RaW&t
IUi Barar
Sahrawat
Teot'
Td.r
Thtkr4D

..,

. ..

...
...
...

...,..

1.156
2,214
1,937
2,485
4,041
5,533
1,159

Surda.t

KatAria
Badgujae
Panwar

TUnwar
J4dubanai

...

...
...

...
...
....

) 1,350
1,235
4))
862
5,933

663

I

The Jail.
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Chapter III. C.

The' Khanzadas are interesting from their past; the Jats are
important in the present, and, if at anytims a native state shouldt
arise in this part of India, would probably be still more important in
the future. They own the greater portion of Palwal and the adjoin-·
ing
part ofN uh,.the country east and south of Bahors, ana also scattered'
. The JatB.
- villages in other parts of Gurgaon and in Rewari.They
are almost
without exeepjion Hindus, only two small estates belonging to Muhammadan J~ts ; these call themselves Sheikhs, and are called. by others
Mulas. Many Mullis, who had been forcibly made Muhammadans. bythe emperors, were brought back into caste, and-are treated as Hindu.
Jats in all respects. They are still called MuM.s, but Hindu Jats
intermarry with them. The bards (bhats) say that there are 9 lakn..·
of Gots in the Jat tribe, all of which intermarry and smoke together ;:
and the Hindu J ats, even intermarry with the Sikh Jats of thePanjab, In Griffin's" Panjab Rajas," it is noted that the sister of
the Maharaja of Patiala, a Sikh Jat, was married to the Maharaja. .
of Bhartpur, a Hindu Jat. The chief . Gots of J ats in the Gurgaon
district are-(l) Sarot, who own 24 villages, including Hodal; (2)
Rawat, 8 villages, including Bahinand'part of 27 other villages; (3)·
Dagar, 12 villages, including Mandkaula; (4) Tewatiya, 2 villages,.
including Alawa,!.pul'(the Got .of the late Raja of Balabgarh); (5).
Tanwar, 4 villages, including Pirthala ; (6) Pokhwat,·5 villages•.
including Ghangaula; (7) Katamiya, 4 villages, including Gurgaon j:
(8) Raibdar, 4t villages, including Mitnaul. This last Got is famous
for its stupidity, and other Jats tell many amusing stories at their'
expense. .All'the Palwal Jilts look to the Bhartpur Chief as their
.natural leader ; the faU of Bhartpur made· a 'great impression on
them, and 'old men often refer to it as the em with reference to which
they date events.
Ahirs are the characteristic tribe- of Rewari, and are numerous
The Ahlrl.
also in the northern part of Gurgaon; they are found too in 'the
following patrg:anaks, Bahror in Alwar, Kanaund and; Narnaul illl
Patiala, Kanti in Naba, Mudawar and Kot-Kasim in Jaipur; all
these pargaoo,M are in the immediate. proximity of Rewari . All the
Rewari Ahirs look upon Rao Tej Sinzh's family, now represented by
Ran Lal Singh a.nd Rao Judishtar Singh, as their natural leaders.
They are splendid cultivators, hard-working, frugal and orderly. It
is difficult to ascertain anything very definite as to their origin and'
history, but their traditions state that in Rewari they supplanted
Rn:jputs, and in two villages impoverished representatives of the old
Rajput owners still Iiuger. Ahirs are all Hindus.
.
The Brahmins and
The distinctively Brahmin villages occur chiefly in the Palwal
TlIgl1.s.
taheil ; but in all the tallstls, except in the almost exclusively Mel)
tahsil of Ffrozpur, there are a good many villages in which Brahmins
own some share. A Hindu estate could hardly hope to prosper
unless Brahmins held some land either as owners, occupancy tenants.
or on a free tenure held from the community. Mr. Wilson has
prepared the following account of the sub-divisions of the Brahmins :
the Tagas referred k> in this note are found in tall.81ls Gurgaon and
Pslwal s-«
"

Tribes, Castes,
and Lea.ding
Families.

" Of the Brahmin tribe the principal sub-divisions are called :!Iat,
a word which seems also. to be used to embrace the whole tribe. Ea.ch
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zlftis sub-divided into. Gots and each Got again into Ale. The Al is
generally a sub-division of the Got, which derives its origin from some
particular place (the Nikas), the name of which gives the distinguishing
name of the Al and is prefixed to the name of the Got. Thus the Ai
of the Gaur sub-tribe (zat) called Indauriya Bharadwlij is of the Bharadwa]
"Got, and derives its origin from Indaur.
In many matters more regard
is paid to. the At than the Got, and more than one of the Brahmins present
-didnot know what Got he belonged to, Indeed the vagueness Qf their
astonishing, especially
knowledge altogether about their Gots and Alsis
as one expects Brahmins to be more particular about these things.
"In this district there'arerepresentatives
of three sub-tribes (zats)
-only ; the Gaurs, the Gutam, and the Ohaurasiyd. The most numerous is
Ithe Gaur sub-tribe, and there are only a very few villages of the Gautam
and Ohaurasiya sub-tribe. They are so far distinct that a member of one
-sub-tribe cannot marry with a member of another; and when they hold a
.![Janchayat, which consists of Brahmins of the villages most nearly con-oerned, and not 'of any regularly deputed representatives, only members of
>the sub-tribe concerned take part in it. They say too that in drinking
water and smoking, they make distinctions according to the sub-tribe, but
-evidently they are not so particular in practice as they a;re in theory. AU
'will drink water from a brass vessel in the hand of a Kahar, Taga, .Tat,
Ahfr or Glijar, l1\It not of a Musalman bhisti. In smoking the hukka a.
Gaur will smoke £r~m tl)e same mouth-piece as a Gaur, but in smoking
with a Gautam or Ohaurasiya., he takes off the mouth-piece and smokes
the hukka, usiIlg his hand as a mouth-piece. The Gaurs say they win
-drink water frem •. Gautam's brass vessel, but not from his earthen vessel,
'but a Gautam will drink from a Gaur's earthen vessel. A Ohaurasiya says
he will drink from a Gaur's earthen vessel, but not from a Gautam's. The
Gautams say they will drink from the, earthen vessel of neither Gaur nor
Chaurasiya.
Of the Gaur sub-tribe (zat) there are ton (Jots, they say, but
they cannot give their names with certainty, and in some cases cannot
distinguish between the Got .and its Ale. The following names are given
as those of Gctc, but some of them may be names of Ale only-e-Bhdradwaj
Bharadwar (1)-Mudgal, Kaushish, Bashishtmun, Pathik, Bachis, Tandras,
Dikhot, Kaknangiya, Latha. Joshi (with its Als the lndauriya, Silsibya,
Kamerval).
" The Gautam sub-tribe is in this district represented, only by the
Maithul Got, which consists of 52 Ale. The sub-divisions of the Ohaurasiya
sub-teibe, represented in this district, are given as Pachami, Tagnayat,
Khundrsntya, Dhamranniya, Kakariya, but these are said tobe Al8 only.:
The Tagas are not admitted to be Brahmins. They claim to. have been
Brahmins, hut to have given up (tyaga, tyag, abandonment) the practice
of purohit&i and panditai (the office of family priest and learned Brahmin)
for agriculture; hence their name. A Taga present says that Brahmins
are his purohus, and he worships them (pujta !uti). It is said that some
25 years ago Gordhan, a Taga of Fatahpur Biloch, was about to marry
his daughter to a ,Gaur Brahmin, but a panchayat of Gav.rs, forbade it.
A Brahmin widow is not allowed to remarry.
If a Brahmin does marry
a widow, they are turned out of the Brahmin caste, and they and their
descendants are called Dharukra, now almost a separate caste by itself. A
Dharukra marries only a Dharukra.
There are soma families of Dharukra
descended from Gaur Brahmins in Ladiaka.. Another form of the word
Dharukra is Doghla,"
Gujars are fouud in all five tahsils, but are most numerous as
proprietors in the Gurgaon tahsil along the foot of the range, which
divides the district from Delbi. In the Palwaltahs'tl
some of the
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largest Gujar villages now belong to the Skinner estate; in the days
of
the heavy assessments which preceded the regular settlement, the
Tribes, Oastes,
and Leadina' Gujars attempted to evade the weighty jama8 imposed on them by
Families.
using their lands as grazing grounds, and throwing them out of the
cultivation, and then deserting the villages, when pressed for paymentThe Glijara.
, a course which led to their rights being forfeited, under a. special rule
. issued by the' Government of India to check desertion of estates in
the Gurgaon district, or to their being sold by auction for the
balances due.
The Rl.jpl1w.
The following figures show the principal Ra.jput tribes returned
at .the Geneus of 1881 :-'
SUB· DIVISIONS OF RAJP'l1T9.

Name.
Bhigar
Badpjar
Pa.nwAr
Tunwar

Number.

".
....
'"

...

...
...
...

...

1,020
1,261
1,236
1.754

Name.
JAtu

Chauhin
Gor
KachwAha

...
...
...
...

..~:"'·I
....

...

"'...1

612
9,287
619
3,87.7

Th~ chief Rajput settlements are those of Bad~jar
R8.jputlr
round Sohna and of Ghohsns round Bahora, to tlie north-west
of the Gurgaon tahsa, and in the isolated villages to the south
of Rewarf. The Badgujars state that their ancestors migrated hither
from Jalandhar under the following circumstances :-It
appears
that an ancestor of theirs was playing at dice with the goddess
Devi, when he noticed that her hand was wet: he asked her.the
cause, and she replied that she had just rescued a ship which was
sinking in the sea; this seemed to him so improbable that he som ewhat rudely impugned her veracity, and was in return visited witb
a curse, which caused him and his to wander forth, until the new
seat of their race was pointed out to them by the given sign of the
cart axle breaking down; and then after a series of conflicts they
drove out the Khanzadas who then held the. country,andestablished
themselves at Sohna. and in the country round. The. date given for
this migration is about the middle of the fifteenth century. The
history of the Chohan race is given in Sir H. M. Elliott's supplemental Glossary. The local names which he mentions, Bighoto Rath,
Dhun-dboti and Chandain, are known by the people, but not often
referred to. The great majority of the Gurgaon Rajputs are
Hindus except in the north and east of Rewari. Some of these
Rewari Ranghars (Muhammadan Rajputs) have but an indifferent name
for honesty, but generally the Rajputs of both religions are of good
repute.
Gaurwabs .are Rajp.uts who have adopted the custom of marrying the brother's widow; they are confined, wholly or almost wboIly,
to the Palwal tall-8fl j a few are Muhammadans, but the majority are
HindUs. The Dhtisars claim to be descended from Brahmins, but
do not intermarry with them or receive charity; they derive their
name from Dhosi, a flat-topped hill near Narnanl, where their
ancestor, Chimman, performed his devotions. The famous Himu
was a Dhusar of Rewari. Among the Banias the most numerou.
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cla~s in Gurg8.0D are the. A~rw.als, who .trace their desco~t from Ch~ter III. D.
In Risa.r, whose eighteen sons marned the
ViUaare Oon,teighteen snake daughters of Raja. Basak. The Agris, or salt-workers, munmes and
Tenures.
claim descent from the Rajputs of Chittaur, and the Mallahs derive
their origin from .Runakta near Agl'a..
Chief familie ••
The Gnrgsoa district is singularly wantinr in Native gentlemen
of influence ; the causes of this are to be found in the former general
resumption of revenue-free tenures and the levelling influences
of the heavy settlement before 1838 and 1842. Muhammad Sarajud-din Haidar, the i8tamrardar of Farrukhnagar and Siwari, is an
Honorary Magistrate and Sub-Registrar.
His father Captain
'fafazzul Husain, belonged to an old and respectable family of MuJtu at
Bewari, and was granted the villages of Farrukbnagar and Siwari
on an istamrar tenure on account of' his notable services at. Nagpur
during the Mutiny. Other leading families are the Rajput OhaudhM8
of Hathin in Nuh taMil, represented by Hanwant Singh and
Mahtab Singh; the Rajput ChaudhMS of Bahora, now represented
by a minor, ManphUI; the Kazi jdgzrdars of' 'I'aorti ; the Saiyad
jagirddr8 of Turkiawas in Rewal'i; the Saiyads of Rasulpur in
Palwal, who did good service in the Mutiny; the Ahir .f'sunilyof
; Rewal'i, now represented by Rao Judhishtar Singh and Lal Singh,
with its branches at Dharuhera, Asiaki and Nangal-Pathani ; and
tb-e·,Ahfr CJ?audhr)s of Bharawas and Sabaranwas. Raja Fatteh
KMa; istamrardar of Dhamlaka in Rewari j Qazi Mazhar-l'd-din
of Rewarf; Chaudhri l\iebtab Khan of Sakras; and Naw~bdul
Star Khan, a relation of the former Nawab of Farrukhnsgar, may
also be noticed. There are very respectable Qanungo families seated
at Palwal and Sohna, members of which occupy various grades in
the public services ; and among the merchants of Rewarf, Khushwakt Rai, Sheo Narain, and the family of Ganpat Ram hold a
prominent position.
.
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OOMMUNITIES & TENURES.

.
Table No. XV shows the number of villages held in the various
forms of tenure, as returned in quinquennial Table No. XXXIII of the
A9minjstration Report for 187~-79. But the accuracy of the figures
is more than doubtful. It is in many cases simply impossible to
class a village satisfactorily under anyone of the ordinarily recognised
tenures; the primary division of rights between the main sub-divisions
of the village following one form, while the iuteriordistribution
among the several proprietors of each of' these sub-divisions follow
another form which itself' often varies from one sub-division to anotlfer,
Table No. XV shows the number of proprietors or shareholders
and the gross area held in property under each of the main forms of
.tenure. and also gives details for large estates and for Governmenb
grants and similar tenures. The figures are taken from the quinquennial table prepared for the Administration Report of 1878-79.
The accuracy of the figures is, however, exceedingly doubtful; indeed
land tenures assume so many and such complex forms in the Panjab
that it is impossible to classify them successfully under a few general
8

Village tenures.

Propriet&ry tenures.

.
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headings.· In some villages a.tenure is found which, is neither full
proprietary tenure nor hereditary tenancy, but between the two. It
is called milkiyat mahduda," limited, proprietary right," or millcillat
Q7'azi maqMza, "O\vnership of the land held." Its distiaguishing
feature is that, while the proprietor has full proprietary right over
tl;le land he occupies, he has no corresponding share in the common
land and common income of the village, and is therefore hardly
a member of the village community proper. Such tenures usually
originate in a gift or sale of a portion of land only, the rights
attached having been specially reserved at the time of~. transfer ..
Gifts to religious institutions and gifts to illegitimate children are
usually of this description. There are 190 villages in the district in
which such tenures are found, and the total area thus held -amounts
to 4,852 acres.
'
The custom of periodical exchange of lands, known in this district
as pcmapalat (frompana, a block of land, and palat, change), prevails
in several villages of the Rewari tahsil and a few of Gurgaon. . The
owners of the village or more usually of a sub-division of the village,
owning their land in common,' divide it into several blocks (pana),
which different bodies of them cultivate separately, exchanging blocks
at the end of a fixed period, each body of proprietors cultivating all the
blocks in turn. There is no universally acted on period; sometimes it
is two or four or six years, and sometimes in the same village are
found two different periods acted on. So sometimes there are two,
sometimes four, sometimes eight blocks belonging to the same set of
owners ond exchanged about among them, Usually the blocks are
fixed and separately marked off, and simply change hands in regular
recognised turn at the end of each successive period; but sometimes
the land is redistributed, fields which formed one block being mixed
up with fields that formed another block. Sometimes the blocks of
land are approximately equal; sometimes one better than another; the
different sets of proprietors taking the good and bad blocks in turn.
Usually the block is not cultivated by an individual propristor, but
by a number who either cultivate the block in common or divide among
themselves by lot for the period of their occupation. Generally the
. body of proprietors who practise this custom, besides the blocks
periodically exchanged, hold permanently some part of their land
which is exempt from the custom. A proprietor, occupying for the
time a block of this nature, cannot mortgage or sell it, but may transfer
his share in the whole land, the transferee taking his place and becoming
bound by the custom as he was. Strange to say, this custom is not
dying out. Although in 8 of the 36 villages in which it prevailed at
the revision of settlement in 1859 it has now become obsolete, it has
since then begun to be practised in 33 new villages, and is now acted
on in 61 villages of the Rewari tah8ll. It prevails also in 12 villages
of the Gurgoon taludl, in 9 of which it does not seem to have been
acted on at the time of last settlement. One of the questions put to
the proprietors at the recent settlement regarding their customs and
rights among themselves was, whether they could claim redistribution
of their land. As a general rule, the reply was "No;"
but in some
easea, even where the land is outeredas owned separately by the
prO£lrif.'tors, they said occasions might arise in which redistribution
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could be claimed. This is, however, so much opposed to the common Cha.pter III,D.
,custom; and so. difficult to carry 0:ut without undue injury to indiviViIl.a¥.eComduals, that the courts should reqUlre clear proof of the custom before,') mumtiesand
allowing it.
.
Tenures.
The general rule determining the boundary between the Gurga.on
Alluvion .and
villages and those in Bulandshahr and Aligarh, is that ·of following
DiluvioD.
the deep stream of the Jamna, but to this rule there are three exceptions: the villages of Gurwari, Baghpur, and Bahrampur have fixed
boundaries with the opposite 'villages; and at the present time portions
of Gurwari. and Baghpur are on the opposite bank of the Jamna,
while the two Bulandshahr villages, which face Bahrampur, own lands
on this side. Up to 1871 these detached portions were treated as in
all respects parts of the present estates, but in that year th~,eep
stream of the J amna was declared in all .cases the boundary of the
Gur~aon district; and in consequence of this order the various detached
portions were formed into separate revenue units.
. Formerly the 10 per cent. rule prevailed in this district, but the
Financial Commissioner, in his Secretary's letter to the Commissioner
of Dehli, No. 3128 of 29th May 1876, sanctioned the introduction,
subject to the consent of the people, which has been given of t~
system of taking up every case of increment and decrement; but it.
was .added that in working the system it was to be left to t~
discretion of· District Officers to refrain from revising the ass~
ment in cases where the alteration in the area of the holdings is sm~l
compared with the total area...'
.
Table No. XVI shows the number of tenancy holdings. and ~
Tenantaa.ud rent.
gross area held under each of the main forms of tenancy as they st~
in: 1878-79, while Table No. XXI gives the current rent-rates of
various kinds of land as returned in 1881-82. But the accuracy of
both sets of figures is probably doubtful; indeed, it is impossible to
state general rent-rates which shall even approximately represent the
letting value of land throughout a whole district. The following figures
taken from the village statements of the recent settlement show the
areas cultivated by owners, oceupancy tenants and other tenants, in
each tahs~l,as at present constituted :-

I

A rea in acres cltUivated by
Tahsil.
Owners.

Occupancy
tenants.

Other
tenants.

"

Gurg~n
Rewari
Palwal
Nlih
Firozpur

...

...
...

...
...

..,
...
...
...
...
Total

...
....
..

,

...

...
...

...
...
...

109,349
20,861
55,692 I
134,437
20,672
55,2771
111,069
19,521
21,066
...
]50,051
39,800
27,930
'''1_100,594
~879
~290
...

605,500 \

.

102,863

205,125

-

Unfortunately the areas held under each description of rent are not
available ; but speaking generally it may be said that rents in kind
areunknown in Palwal, very rare in Nuh and Firozpur, are about
one-eighth of the whole in tahs.il Gurgaon, and in tah8il Rewan are
psid for about half of the area held by tenants-at-will,
For ordinary
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land
I revenue
No. of

ZaiZ.

o<:

Vill8.Re Com-

Prevailing caste or tribe.

villages. before the
recent reductione.

munities and
Tenuree.

~
--- --- --- -----------------

..
...
Multhsn
Bhadas
... , ..,
.. ,
Mandikhera.
.. , ...
Mabun
Firozbur
,..
..,
Dhad auli Khurd. ..
... ..
Diwan
Lohinga Kalan
."
Banarsi
... .. ,
... ...
Autha
Peman Khera
...
,
Nfmka
."
,

s:.!
I:>

~
~
PI

I

I

,

..

Total
Grand Total

.. ,
...

13\
31
18
17
29
22
21
23
17
15

17,159
19,878
18,795
30,559
19,969
27,635
18,583
17,585
13,855
13,642
16,589
17,364

1,264

12,28,525

19
19

Me08•.
Do.
Do. and KhAnzt\dl18.
do,
Do.
Do. and Mahajans.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

----244 2,31,613
I

ZaUdd,·,.

,

I

and is left to collect it for himself from the villages of his zail. This
allowance is not a separate cess, but is deducted from the Government
demand. There are, in the district, in all sixty-four zaildars, drawinz
a total remuneration of Rs. 12,671-an average 'of Rs. 198 each.
<:>
. A chief headman has been appointed in each village having three Chref hoeadmeu ( A(tlJ
or more headmen, except where, forspecial reasons, such as that the
lamlmrdar.).
village was uninhabited or tha~ the numberof headmen was likely to
be reduced to less than three, It was not thought expedient to .make
the appointment. The chief headman, like the zaildar, receives an
allowance of one per cent. on 'the land. revenue of his village,
including assigned land revenue, which is deducted from the
Government demand or revenue assignment before payment into the
treasury or to the assignee." Of the 1,264 villages of the district, in
522 a chief headman has been appointed, their aggregate' annual
emoluments amounting to Rs. 7,932.
.
. In many villages the number of lambardars is inconveniently Headmen (Lam,,",.
large in proportion to the number of proprietors and the size and
altrs).
land revenue of the village. Up to the. recent settlement there were
many villages, especially in the Palwal tahsil, in which leading
proprietors other than headmen, generally called pattidars, thokda1's,
or thulahdars, were accustomed to draw thepachotra, or 5 per cent.
headman's dues on the land revenue. of the sub-divisions of the village
they represented. As under the Land Revenue Rules only headmen
can draw the headman's allowance, this arrangement has been put an
end to. In a few cases the pattidar has" been appointed headman
of his patti, but usually the representation and emoluments of the
sub-divisions have been taken away from the pattidar or thulahdul'
and distributed amonz the headmen. It is probable that, by private
arrangement, the headmen in some villages still allow these men to
draw a part of the allowance, but no such arrangement has received
sanction, and its continuance depends on the. will . of the headmen.
The office of headman. is looked on as strictly hereditary in the
f'ldest branch of the family, and thus forms a notable exception to the
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~

.Prevailing caste or trib e•

--- --------- --Gnrgaon ...
...
Jats.
21,984 ---------------Z

...0

~
t>
~

B:\dshll.hpur
...
Bhundsi
...
Sohna
.J.
Daula
","'.
Sailll.lii
.
Bahora Kalan
Sihi
... ...
Haraam
...
Sultanpnr ,"
...
Garhi Nathe Khan
Farrukhnaga.r

... ...
...
..

...
...
...
...

Total

-- ------...

...
...
...

Dahina
Nangal Path6.ni
Parkhota.mpur
."
Guraora
..•
Mirpur
...
...
Dharuhera ...
.. ,
TurkiaWlla ...
Rewan
...
Dbamlaka ...
...
Bharawas
Rampura ...
...
Husainpur ...
Balwan
...
5Mbjahanpur

...

;;
~
~

...

-- Pirthala
~
~
t'I
~

...

Total

...
...
...
..
...

...
...

...

Dhatir
Allika
Palwal
Alawalpur
Sajwari
Rastl.lpur
Sultanpur
Pingor
Kushak
Hasanpur
Bhiduki
Hodal
Saundhad

...
....
...
...
...
...

..
...
...
...
...
...
,

...

."

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
'"

...

Total

...

TaorU
.. ,
SunAn
ShikArpur ...
Basai
...
Nuh
Meoli
...
Sanghel
...
Baghaoli ...
Mandkaula.
Hathfn
...
Bahfn

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

--- ----... ...
Sondh
...

~

-

Total

...
...
'"

...

2"2

24
25
16
27
15
15
29
12
20
19
3

20,698 AMra.
17,794 AMrs and Gdjars.
13,143 Ma.haja.ns,HinduRajputs& Gujara
14,695 Gujars.
13,976 IJats, Hinduand Musalmau Rajputa
23,637 Jats, Baxliaaand Hindu Rajputa.
17,969 Ahira.
17,789 AMi's and Rangars.
18,723 AMra.
21,562 Abin and Hindu Rajputs.
1.800 Ma,baja.ns.

- ---227

2,03,770

12
18
22
]8

----------

20
30
4
39
26
29
29
17
16

19,519 Ahin.
Do.
19,638
19,991 Ahirs& Musalman Rajputs Rangarll
20,868 Abfrs.
24,468 Ahfrs and J ats.
22,424
Do.
Do.
15,778
6,163 MaMjans and Dhtiaar.
19,032 Ahirs and Gujars.
16,346 Ahirs.
Do.
23,346
Do.
17,462
18,889 Hindu Rajputs.
17.699 Hindu RajpntR and Ahira.

18
]8
24
12
14
21
15
14
7
12
14
7
8
11

19,546
16,134
16,759
18,576
19,500
20,444
19,726
20,On
20,422
23,700
18,259
18,118
22,692
23,992

195

2,77,885

29

-.----309
2,61,623

-

---~-----J~t8.
Do.
Do.
Mahajans and Gaurwahs.
Jats.
.
Jate and Gaurwahs.
J lite Brahmins and Glijan.
Jatll and Brahmins,
J:1t8.
Gujars.
Biloch and Jats.
Jats.
Jats and Mah:ijans.
Jats.

--------------22
9,762 Ahirs and Moos.
9;
28
25
31
27
15
23
31
23
39
16

::

9,133
8,082
10,105
24,090
25,807
18,303
'28,885
26,736
32,012
32,343
28,376

I

.... ------289 2,53,634

J Ats and Meos.
Meos.
Do.
Do.
Meosand Khanz:idasand MaMjan.
Meos.
Meos.
/Meos and Hindu Rajputs
Moos, Hindu Rajpute and Jats.
Moos and Jats.
Moos, Hindu Rajputs and J:its.
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themselves assumed the whole liabilities and reduced their former Oha,pter III, 1:
partners to the position of tenants only i and in eight the tenants still Village Oomshare the profit and loss.
mum1Jies and
Tenurea.
The figures in the margin
Village
show the number of village
VUlage officers.
TaIIaU.
Za.i!d ar,. hesdmen,
Chief
headmen;
officers in the several tahs,ls of
the district. The village head82'
604
12
..
Gurgaon
. men succeed to their 'officeby
Bewarl.
763
119
14
..
611
93
Palwal
U
..
hereditary right, subject to the.
822
135
12
..
Nuh
124
717
12
FiroIplll'
..
approval of the Deputy Com---663
3,617
Total
64
..
missioner ; each village, or in
large villages, each main division of the village, having one or more who represent their clients in
their dealings with the Government, are responsible for the collection of the revenue, and are bound to assist in the prevention and
detection of crime. The office of chief headman was instituted in
1878, on the introduction of the new settlement.
Chief headmen
are appointed only in villages where there are three or more headmen; they are elected by the votes of the proprietary body
subjeot to the sanction-of the Deputy Commissioner. Theyrepresent
the body of headmen, and receive Government orders in the first
instance, though in respect of the collection of land revenue they
possess no special authority or responsibility.
.
The ;aildO,r is elected by the headmen of the zail or circle, the
Zaitddl",
boundaries of which are as far as possible so fixed as to correspond
with the tribal distribution of the people. The zaildd!rs stand in
such the same relation to the headmen of the zail as a chief headmen
to those of his village. They and the chief headmen are remunerated
by a deduction of one per cent. upon the land revenue of their circles
or villages; while the headmen collect a cess of five per cent. in addition
to the revenue, for which they are responsible. The chief of each of
three large subdivisions of the Meo tribe, which are not represented
amongst the zaildd!r8, receives an assignment from the land revenue of
Rs. 75 to 100 a.year, and is styled 'lnamdth'but has no territorial jurisdiction and has no duties to perform beyond those of an ordinary headman. The head-quarters of the zail, together with the prevailing
tribes in each, are shown on the next two pages. In making the
division into zail8, regard was had as much as possible to the
tribe and clan of the proprietors of the villages, and the tradition of old revenue divisions. In many parts of the district there
was no such clear basis of division to follow, and it was found
neeessary first to choose the zaildwl's, the necessary qualifications being
respectablity, hereditary influence, popularity among the headmen of
the villages and usefulness to Government, and then to parcel out the
villages among them. The boundaries of the tahstls are in all cases
coincident with the boundaries of the zails, and in only a very few
cases does a patwari's circle form part of two zaile. Several of the
zaildars are men of no great influence, and have been appointed only
because no better could be found, and because it was thought necessary
to carry out the system consistently by placing every village in the
district under some zuildcU'. Each man gets an allowance of one per
cent. on the land revenue of his ':'ail, including assigned laud revenue,

I
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Ohapter III, D. bdrani and well lands the ordinary share of the produce paid is oneVill~eOom. third or, if the conditions of productionare more thll.n ordinarily
favourable, two-fifths. On naturally irrigated lands, ~rethe
out-.'
mumtiesand
Tenures.
turn is good in proportion to the labour of cultivation, one half the
produce is sometimes given; while on the other hand on salt wells
TeD8011teaDd rent.
and on very poor sandy soils the proportion falls to one-fourth. The
straw is ordinarily kept by the tenant; but this and the natural
products of pdld (Zizypkus nummu,zaria) and pula (Munj fJrass) are
ordinarily matters of special arrangement.
Oash rates (zal>tf:) are
always taken on sugas-cane, tobacco, fodder crops, and garden
produce.'
.
RentSM8;being
.Hitherto
the
great
majority
of
the
tenants
paying
at
cash rents
enhanced.
have been holding at customary privileged rents, which had their
origin in the. days when land was plentiful and cultivators. were few.
During the last few years, however, and especially since the revision
of the record of rights, there has been a marked tendency on the part
of the owners to insist on their right to receive larger rents. Notices
of ejectment are often served merely to enforce a demand for higher
. rent. Speaking generally, it may be said that, in the past, full rents
were confined to, (a) estates owned by single individuals or families,
or very small bodies of owners, (b) land cultivated. by non-resident
tenants, especially if these were of low caste, (c) the neighbourhood
of towns. As population increases and the land is more and more
subdivided among the owners, and the competition for holdings
increases, rents will surely rise; although privileged rents will, no doubt,
long continue to be paid by tenants holding under village communities
of the same caste. If population continues to increase as in the pest,
many of the tenant class will be squeezed out of their holdings, and
some system. of emigration to less populous tracts will have to be
arranged, but the recent great mortality has staved oft' this difficulty
for many years to come. Of course this necessity might for a time
at least be staved oft' by the introduction of higher cultivation or of
other industries; but of the latter there seems but little chance, while
as to the former, much of the soil of the west of the district is
very poor.
T8na.nte .ha.t-illg in
Aifhe regular settlement the proprietors of many villages found
the village ma.nagetheir assessment so high that they were glad to get tenants to join
ment.
them in w orking the village, and allowed them to share in all the
profits of the farm on condition of sharing all the loss. In most cases
these men were recorded as hereditary tenants, or as tenant khewatdar8
sharing in the profit and loss, but often they we're recorded as ordinary
non-hereditary tenants. The assessments now are proportionately
much lighter and the value of land much higher than it was, and
the proprietors of most of such villages have seized the opportunity
of the expiry of the settlement to get rid of these partners' and to
assume all the responsibilities and all the advantages of the farm
themselves. They have' been allowed to do so, as it appeared clear
that those tenants were only in the position of joint farmers for the
term of settlement, and that the proprietors had the right to resume
all their rights when a new settlement began. In 250 villages, up to
!he present settlement. the proprietors· had tenants sharing with them
1D the profit and loss of the farm.
In 242 of these the)' have now
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Chapter III, D. grain they then advanced, but all outstanding debts, or to have cleared them
.Village Oom-

munities and
Tenures.
M()ri~ge8.

all off by purchasing the land outright; so that the sum. representing the
new burden of the land does not represent new debt, but includes much
debt that formerly appeared only in the books of the money-lenders.
"The proportions of land mortgaged vary greatly in the different
~SU8.
Firozpur, almost wholly inhabited by proverbially thriftless Moos,
gives the highest figures. Up to June 1877, nearly 13 per cent. of the
cultivated area of the taksU had been mortgaged for 2i years' revenue; in the
following 18 months 6 per cent; more was mortgaged for Ii year's .revenue,
and 2 per cent. was sold during the same, time. At the end of 1878, 19
per cent. of the cultivated area was burdened with 3f years' revenue of·
the tahsU. Nuh, also chiefly inhabited by Meos, follows close behind. Up
to June, 1877, 11 per cent. of the cultivated area of the tahs'tl had been
mortgaged for
years' revenue; and during the nex:tyear-and-a. half {)
per cent. more was mortgaged, and 1 per cent. was sold;leavmg 16 PQl' cent.
burdened with 3 years' revenue of the'tahsU. In: the Jat tahiU of Palwal,
which up to 1877 was li~htly assessed, and which suffered less from the
drought of 1877-78 than the other tahslls, 5 per cent. had been mortgaged
up to June 1877 for Ii year's revenue of the tahtt,Z; and during the following year-and-a-half 2 per cent. more was mortgaged for a fifth of a year's
revenue only, and very little land was sold. So that here at the end of
1878 only 7 per cent. of the cultivated area'is burdened with Ii year's
revenue. In the tahsil of Rewarl, inhabited chiefly, by industrious eeonomiea.l AMrs, which has always been highly assessed, and which" likeNdh
and Firozpur, suffered greatly from the drought of 1877-78, only Ii per
cent. of the cultivated area had been mortgaged up to June, 1877, for only
one-ninth of a year's revenue of the talisll ; but during the eighteen months
that followed 6 per cent. of the cultivated area was mortgaged for a fourth
of a year's revenue of the tahsil, and Ii-per cent. was sold, leaving 71 per
cent. of the cultivated area burdened with only a third of a. year's revenue
of the tahiti. In the Gurgaon tahsU, up to June 1877, 2 per cent. of the
cultivated area had been mortgaged for a fourth of a year's revenue; and
during the following 18 months 1~ per cent. more was mortgaged for a.
sixth of a year's revenue, and 1 per cent. was sold, leaving 31 per cent.
of the cultivated urea burdened with half-a-year's revenue of the tahs'il,"
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time. Though the drought of IMt year was as had with them ;1.S anywhere, Chapter Ill, D.
they paid their revenue, and that without contracting a larger amount
Village. Comof debt than they are likely to clear off in a year or two of favourable
munities and
harvest, should they be fortunate enough to have them. 'I'he causes
Tenures.of debt are.,-(I), general extravagance, which leads to debt even ill ordinary
Causes Of ind"btltdyears; (2), marriages and funerals, the expenditure on which is onormusly
ness,
disproportionate to the income; (3), drought, which finds the agriculturist
without any surplus saved, and kills his cattle, and compels him to borrow
to pay the revenue and support his family; (4), neglect to pay the
interest on debts already contracted, which rapidly multiply themselves."

r

r

"

The following remarks are by Mr. Wilson;" During the progress of settlement operations two statements of land
mortgaged, which are here appended, were drawn up. The flrst statement
shows tho amount of land mortgaged at the ead of June 1877, when the
last instalment of the past settlement had been realized, and the new asaessments had been announced, but had not yet come into effeot ; when a
series of average years had brought the district to what may be considered
its normal condition after the famine of 1868-69, and the coming drought
of 1877 ha.d as yet had no effect,
The second statement shows the amount
of land mortgaged during the following eighteen months, beginning with
July 1877, and ending with December 1878.
The percentages are taken
on the cultivated area, as almost all the land mortgaged is cultivated laud,
and in calculating proportion of revenue to area it gives Ii better idea of the
actual state of things if the productive area only be taken iuto account.
At the end of June 1877, over six per cent. of the cultivated area of the
district bad been mortgaged in 20,000 separate transactions, to agriculturists and non-agriculturists in the proportion of 3 to 2, for a sum equal to
It year's revenue of the district,-the
average amount of debt per acre mortgaged being Rs. 24, equivalent to 18 years' purchase of the revenue assessed.
During the eighteen months which followed, while the redemptions from
mortgage were insignificant, 4·41 per cent. more of the cultivated area was
mortgaged for six lalchs or half-a-year's revenue, giving a rate of Rs. 14
per acre mortgaged, or 10! years' revenue of the land mortgaged. Thus at
th~ end of 1878, nearly 10~ per cent. of the cultivated area of the district
was under mortgage, the burden being 21t lakhs or It year's revenue of
the district.
During the same period of eighteen months ending Decem bel'
1878, 1'14 per cent. of the cultivated area of the district was sold at
RB. 14 per acre, or 11 years' revenue of the land sold.. The average area
mortgaged in one transaction was seven acres, more than double the former
average, and the proportion of mortgages to agriculturists and non-am-i.
culturists, respectively, was 2 to 5, instead of the former proportion
of 3 to 2.
"The cause of this enormous increase in the transfers of land by, which
5! per cent. of the total cultivated area of the district changed hands in
the course of a year-and-a-half, is not far to seek, The almost entire failure
of the rains of 1877 left the district destitute of the kharij he.rvest and
unable, from want of cattle and seed and seasonable moisture, to cultivate
the ordinary extent of ram. Many of the people living from hand t••
mouth, especially the improvident Meos, were driven at once to the moneylender, even before the first instalment of the new assessment became dueand as a thorough investigation into the rights of proprietors of land was
just being completed, and the assessment for the next thirty years had
been announced, it was possible to estimate with some certainty the val-ro
of land, and the money-lenders
seem to have seized the opportunity to
throw on the land by way of mortgage not only the value of the cash and

Mortgage ••
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condition of p'tyin\~ simply the revenue (Vl,j ccssos duo thoroon.tand they
hare V,)!lcmlly sharorl on U(l,ml t•.•
rms with the OWIHJI-;;
ill the common rights
HOWG\'ol', aiuco tho operations
of tho present settlement
of the vilh;.p,
bOg'tH, and 111o·eospecinlly since tho now usscs uncuta wore anuouuced
last
year, tho tendency to distinguish more sharply between these classes of
agrioultnriuta
has been rapidly growing.
Tcnuuts-at-will are called on to
pay big'her rents, or arc ejcotcl from Lml they have held for years on these
favourable
terms.
Suits :'1'0 instituto.l
to!nyo
defined more exactly the
Property in land
ri!_~htsof occupancy tcn.mts and to enhance their rents,
is becoming more vnlu.ihlo C'vOI'Y day, and the right.s of owners having beeu
more clearly Ibf1l1:,,1 in the new sottlc.ueut
records, mouey-lenders are
wi:lillg. to ndvanco largor sums thnn before on tho security of land. 'I'hus
it is generally remarked that :tenants-at-will have grouter difficulty in
borrowing than owners, or oven than tcuunts with ocoupnuoy rights. All
these teudeucios IU'IY bel expected to develop with remarkable
rapidity in
tho few yours Iollowinr t!1C close of the, present sottlomont operations.
" 'I'ho goner.i] condition of tho agi·ic:ultnr.tl population, then, may be
FI:tiato bo painfullv JOI131111o;lt
on tho SO:t81lIH; all their income comes
from the lnu.l. \V!Hlre a laud-owner, besides thc nctual produce of his
OWi1separate IwHi:lg, C'\11 COQntruno.ig his income tho proceeds of hiring
his cart bot ween the bisy times, 0,' those of the sale of his ghZ, he finds that
in n, yoar of dl'OU<4ht oven theso arc ,~~)~
to fail him, for the diffioulty of
feoding hi:'!oxen an] his hufl',dof),j swallows up all the income they bring,
awl Where tt cultivator ekos out tho' produce of his fields by his dues as a
vi!ht!~e menial Ol' family priest, Lc finds the villagers, in seasoas of scarcity,
un:thl~" to pay him' the full fee. 'I'ho Jtl.ttl of Palwal are now greatly
protellfed against. drought, but are in 80m3 danger of increasing their
expeuditure too fust, and losing some of their old industry and thrift; but
they WAybe generally described as well off,especially
the land-owners,
They':OOn easily stand a year of scarcity, and will porobably soon recover.
themselves, though even they are, . like all agriculturists, apt to neglect
payment of the principal, and even of the interest, of a debt once contracted;
and often carelessly allow the sum noted aga.inst them in the village
money-lender's books to grow and grow until they can have little hope ·of
paying it off, the wily banker knowing it to be his interest not to press for
ready payment, but to encourage his debtor deeper into the toils, until he
has become completely at his meroy. Whea this is so with men having such
advantages as the Jlits of Palwal, what must it be with the Meos f Their
condition is rapidly becoming hopeless. They live so literally from hand
to mouth, carelessly contracting debt for marriages, fnnerals, and petty
luxuries even in average years, that when a year of drought comes they are
thrown on the money-lender, who can make with them what terms he Iikes ..
During the past 15 months some five per cent. of the oultivated area. of the
two Meo tah8~l8of Nuh and Firozpur has been mortgaged; and now 17 per
cent. of the total cultivated area is so burdened that there is little hope of
its ever being redeemed. The Meo land-owners are rapidly becoming
praotically reduced to the position of tenants 1 Their condition loudly calls
for special consideration, though it is difficult to see what can be done for
them. During the past year a large amount of revenue due from them
has been suspended, but they have had to horrow for food, and the evil
has only been reduced, not removed. Not a few who had no land to
mortgage left the district to seek a means of livelihood elsewhere until
better times. It is pleasant to turn from this state of things to that of
the Ahirs in Rewari, With all their disadvantages, their industry reduces
the evils of a year of drought to a minimum, and their thrift supplies them
with a means, of tiding it over and reduces tb~irexpenditure
for the
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death of the bead, sometimes worked in common by the sons, but very Cha.pter III, D
frequently divided between them in equal shares. The practice of separatVillage Coming off distinctly the different shares of the land is encouraged by our
munities and
revenue and law system, and is rapidly becoming more common; and as
Tenures.
the increase of a holding by the death of a brother or uncle without heirs Third factor, subdivision of land.
is much less common than its sub-division among the sons of the deceased
proprietor, this practice leads to the rapid increase of small holdings,
the produce of which is barely sufficient to supply the necessaries of life to
the agriculturist and his family; and while the heads of families in the
village community are gradually becoming more distinct in their indi vidual
rights and responsibilities, they have not yct Iearned to co-operate in the
modern sense of the word. There is thus little to fall back on when a season
ofmil1fortu1l6comes. .The extent of sub-division is generally much influenced
by the tenure of the village.
Where the village is held in bhayachdra
tenure, as is usual among the Jate and Meos, the land is much sub-divided;
and where the tenure is pattidari, as it often is among the Ahfrs, the owners
of a share in the village often hold and cultivate it in common, and can
thus meet misfortune better than if they had to fi~ht it single-handed.
"(4-) Facility of il'ri.qation.-The introduction of the Agci canal into Fourth factor, facili
the eastern part of the district has vastly improved the condition of the
ty of irriga.tion.
agriculturists in that tract by increasing the productiveness of their land in
much greater proportion than it increases the cost of production; but most
great source of
of all by protecting them against seasons of drought-the
indebtedness and poverty. Although irrigation from the canal commenced
only some four years ago, its Itood effects are already seen, and it is to
be hoped that the standard of comfort of the Jat agriculturista benefinting
therefrom will be decidedly raised before the population overtakes the
increase of produce; provided, however, that their prosperity does not
make them lazy, and that the proximity of the canal does not permanently
enervate them, as seems to have been the case with the J at land-holders
on the Western Jamna. Canal. 'I'here seems some danger of the latter
calamity, for this year in particular fever has literally devastated the
tract through which the canal passes; some villages have in a few months
lost one-sixth of their population, and scarcely a man is to be found who
has not been greatly reduced in strength by repeated attacks.
But if .
this prove to have been an exceptional year, as there is some reason to
hope, the great diminution of the population mfty even prove a blessing
to the survivors. The facility of well-irrigation is also an important
bctor, as on this depends the protection of the land from drought, but it
must be taken advantage of. 'I'he Ahir~ work their deep wells night and
day; the Moos often do not take the trouble to sink them when water is
near.
"(5.)
Natlbre of lIoil.-This factor, which at first sight seems most Fifth factor, nature
important,
really comes low down ill the Iist, 'I'ho 8a11l1ysoil of Rewart
of soil.
produces enough to keep the thrifty Ahlrs in comfort, while the comparatively rich soil of the Flrospur valley is heavily mortgaged to meet the
extravagances of the thriftless Meos.
"(6.) Incidence of the revemte.-This t.oo if! of less importance then
Sixth factor J
would at first sight seem probable. The Ahir laud-owners of tahs£l Rewart,
revenue.
hitherto notoriously heavily nsacssed, are much less ithlehtu,l th-in the lightly
assessed Meos of Firo;:pat', nu-l loss oven t~lail the much more lightly
assessed J its of Palwal, thrifty though the latter are said to be.
"(7.) Statue of (fgricultl~ti~t.--TIt()re is much less diilcrenoe between
Seventh factor,
status of agriculthe condition of the owner of lun.l, teu.uit with ri.;ht of ol:cllpancy, aud
turist,
tenant-at-will throughout
the grouter part of the district, than would be
expected. The vast majority of tcnantx with right.s of occupnnoy, and a
very large number of tenants-at-will, have hitherto held their land on
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Ohapter III, D. description of their ordinary economic condition would apply to the whole
Village Oom- community with any approximation to exactness.
" The circumstances which determine the condition of an agricultnrist
munities a.nd
come in order of importance as follows :. Tenures.
Fsctora ln the econo"(1.) Cast4.-As a general rule, whatever be the nature of the soil
mie c0!lditio"'!of the he cultivates or the incidence of the revenue he pays, the caste of the
~gt";:~ul'lllts. 'agriculturist, which determines his habits. and customs and natural disposi8
r, caste, tion will determine his economic condition.
At the head of the prevalent castes in this district I would place the Ahirs, as the most indus-

trious, thrifty, and prudent. Though much of the land occupied by them
is of an inferior description, and the incidence of the revenue in Rewa.ri
tahsf.l, where most of the villages are owned by them, has for thirty years
been very high as compared with the rest of the district, they have, by
unremitting toil, compelled the soil to yield them a wonderful amount of
produce; and have hy prudent thrift kept themselves and their lands free
from debt. Next to them come the J ats, who own many villages in the
east and north-east of the district,
Their land is very fertile, and in the
Palwal taksll, where they form the chief portion of the land-owning
class, the incidence of the revenue has been hitherto extremely light. III
industry and thrift they are inferior to the AlUrs, though superior to
other castes: while on the whole very well-to-do, they' have not been
careful to keep themselves free from 'debt and their land from mortgage.
After them come the Rajputs owning land chiefly in the centre of the
district, and the Brahmins scattered here and there, but neither caste'
forming a very important element in the agricultural population: Last
of all on the list come the comparatively la.zy and superlatively unthrifty
Meos, who own some 350 villages in the two southernmost tahsile of the
district (Nuh and Firozpur). Without the excuse of a. barren soil or an
excessive revenue, they live so closely up to their income, are so negligent
in developing the resources of their land, and indulge so in unwarranted
expenditure, that the failure of one' harvest plunges them irretrievably
into debt. Last year's scarcity found many of them still burdened wit.h
debt contracted in the famines of 1860-61, and 1868-69-, and has left
theJll with 17 per cent. of their land heavily mortgaged, and much
floatina debt hanging 'over them besides.
"(2.) Thenumbsr of the family.-0ther
things being equal, the
SaJ'lnd factor, nnmlucky man who has few children has less difficulty in making ends meet.
. ber of.fa.mily.
When the children arc young, they make more mouths to feed, without
any corresponding increase in the number of hands to work; and eveu
when they become old enough to help in the fields, the cost of their food
is greater than would he the hire of labourers to give the same amount of
work at the most pressing times. Each child too must be married, and
marringes are the great extravagance of the agriculturist's family : even
where one contracting party exacts a sum of money from the other, the
axpenses of the ceremony are sure to exceed the income. The greater the
number of births, the greater will be the number of deaths in the family i
and each funeral too is an expensive lI.ff:tir-the brotherhood and the poor
feasted.
There was 0. time not
must be luxuriously and extravagantly
many years ago when the agriculturist who had n. number or SOllS and
daughters to help him to break up now land was likely to better his condition; but now throughout the greater part of the district the population
has overtaken the land, and hired labour is cheap. Happy is the man
whose quiver is not too full. As mig-ht be expected, the unthrifty Meos
are famous for t.he number of their children.
Third factor, sub.
"(3.) Sub-division. of th« l(l1ul.~This is closely connected with the last
divisiQU of laud,
head. Where the family is a largo one, the family holding is on the
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bhondr! is given for some secular service, such as the duties of the Cha.pter III, D.
village watchman (cllaulcidal')
or messenger (baldltar).
The' Villa.ge Com.Mondadar may be ejected on failure to fulfil the conditions of his muniti'es a.nd
tenure and perhaps in some casea at the will of the proprietors. It
Teii1,1res.

is simply an old-fashioned mode of paying for services. There were,
at the recent Settlement, Monda tenures in 820 of the 1,264 villages
of the district, and the arca held under ,the tenure amounted
to 6,990 acres.'
The subject of the employment of field labour other than that
of.the proprietors or tenants themselves, are thus noticed in answers
furnished by the District Officer and inserted in the Famine Report
of 1879 (page 711).
.
" The custom of employing hired field labourers is not quite
general in this District, as the Jats and Ahfrs, who own about onesixth of the District between them, generally do their field work
themselves.
The other tribes of land-owners and cultivators, however, do employ cliam.frs, dJuinaks, kolis, julalta8 and sweepers to
weed and reap their crop at a ,money wage of 2 annas for a' man, I!
annas for a woman, and 1 anna for a child per day. Sometimes the
wage is given partly or wholly in kind, the value being about the
same as the cash wage. When not employed iu field-labour, theseclasses earn their livelihood by weaving cloth, making shoes, mending'
harness, sweeping villages and otherwise providing for the
wants of the villagers, who in this district generally pay them for
these services in cash and not by an allowance of grain at harvest.
The number so employed may be put down at about 8 per cent. on
the total population.
" The condition of these field-labourers is not inferior to that of
the poorer agriculturists
who cultivate holdings of their own.
They are not so much indebted, as they have nothing to mortgage;
. they do not generally get credit from the village trader, but sometimes get wages in advance or borrow a little from each other. In
an average year they subsist with ease from harvest to harvest on'
their earnings during the last harvest, and their wages for odd jobs,
and the profit on their cloths, shoes, &c."
The wages of labour prevailing at different periods are shown in
Table No. XXVII though the figures refer to the labour market of
towns rather than to that of villages.
Table No. XXXII, gives statistics of sales and mortgages of
land ; Tables Nos. XXXIII, and XXXIIIAshow
the operations of
the Registration Department; and Table No. XXXIX the extent of
Civil litigation. But the statistics of transfers of land are exceedingly mperfect; the prices quoted are very generally fictitious: and
any fig?-res which we possess afford but little real indication of the
economical position of the landholders of the district ..
!he subject is discussed at some length at pages 332, of the
Famine Report of 1879, where actual figures are given for instances
selected as typical. In forwardino these figures, the District Officer
wrote as follows :<:)
<:)

Bhond", tenures.

Agricl1i tural

labourerll.

Poverty 01" wealth
of the proprietor&.

" In a district such as this containinz such a. variety of soil a.nd caste No general deserlpand even climate, i~ is necessary to divide"'the agricultural community into
iion posaible,
classes, and describe their circumstances in some detail; no general
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III, D. draw it, and receives from each family one cake per day, 10 to 15
seers of grain at each harvest, and fees of 4 annas on the marriage of
Village Coma son, and Re. 1 to Rs, 2 on that of a daughter.
tnunitdes and
Tenures.
The barber (ltajjam, nai) is expected to shave everybody free of
Villll-ge menials,
charge, to take messages, arrange contracts of betrothal and marriage,
and do various kinds of miscellaneous
work. He sometimes gets a
cake for shaving, and 10 seers of grain at harvest;
but he depends
chiefly on the presents given at betrothals and marriages, which vary
according to the means and position of the patties from Re. 1 to Rs. 3
for a son, and from Rs. 5 to Rs. 14 for a daughter.
There are very
few dooms in the District.
They take messages, negotiate betrothals
and perform certain ceremonies at funerals, and are remunerated as
barbers.
The teli (oil presser), gadlwi,1la (shepherd), julaha (weaver),
ranqres (dyer), cMpi (calico printer), sonar (goldsmith),
and bMt
have no defined rights and obligations, but are paid by the job for
work done and service actually rendered.
Jogis anJju,H1'8 of various
classes have already been noted.
Petty village
The last two lines of Table Ne. XVI show the number of
gra.ntees.
persons holding service grants from the village, and the area so held
Report, But the figures refer only
as returned in the Administmtiml
to land held free of revenue, which is by no means the only form
which these grants assume.
Sometimes the land is loascdto
the
grantee at a favourable rent, or on condition of payment of revenue
only; sometimes the owner cultivates and pays the revenue, making
over the produce to the grantee; while occasionally the grant consists of the rights of property in the. land, which, subject to the
usual incidents, such as responsibility for revenue and the like, vest
in the person perfonning certain specified services at such time and
fur so long as he performs them.
These grants are most commonly
made to village menials and watchmen on condition of or in payment
for services rendered;
to attendants at temples, mosques, shrines, Of
villag-e rest-houses, so long as they perform the duties of the post; and
for maintenance
of monasteries, holy men, teachers at religious
schools, and the like. They may be divided into two classes, dohli
and Monda.
Do1lli tenures.
It is very common for an individual proprietor, and still more so
for a whole village community to set apart a small piece of land,
usually two or three bigas, to be held rent-free for the benefit of
some temple, mosque or shrine; or to give a piece of land on similar
favourable terms to a pandit or other person of a religious order.
Such a grant is called a dohli, and the holder a dohlidUr. So IODg
as the purposes for which the grant was made are carried out, it canDot be resumed; but should the holder grossly fail to carry out the
duties of his office, the proprietors can eject him and put in some
one else under a like tenure,
'I'here were, at the recent Settlement,
dohli tenures in 517 of the 1,264 villages of the district, and the
area so held amounted to.3,704 acres.
The Monda is like the dohli, a grant of a few big(~sof land
BAMda tG.li.ures.
rent-free.
The principal difference is that, while the service for which the
doldi is granted is something directly connected with religion, the
hapter
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generation
to generation.
In some villages, the dues of each class Ohapter III, I
were fixed at Settlement, and recorded in the Administration
paper,
Villa.g~ Communities a.nd
but in others they are settled by mutual arrangement, or left entirely
Tenures.
to the discretion and liberality of the employer.
As, howeyer, the
Village
menials.
land-holders cannot get on without the ~arntn,the la.tt?r ~s often
master
of the situation, and protects himself from injustice and
oppression by threatening
to desert his home. Even where rates of
remuneration
have been fixed, non-proprietors are generally left to
make their own arrangements
by mutual agreement.
The numbers
of the principal classes (extracted from the census report of 1881) are
as follows :Chamars, 71,504; chhras, 17,783; kumhars 14,261; carpenters,·
10,655; blacksmiths,
5,503; weavers, 2,339;
washermen, 3,446;
barbers 12,342.
The duties of the c~mar are to mend shoes, carry fuel, assist in
all kinds of agricultural operations, pitch tents and act as watchman
fer Government Officers in camp, carry bundles, and generally to actl
as bulaha» or village messenger.
Besides the flesh and skins of dead
animals, they get, in villages where dues are fixed, a quota of grain
varying from 40 to 60 seers per annum from each family served,
whether of owners or tenants, but sometimes a smaller allowance at
harvest, and, in addition thereto,
one barley cake per day ... 'r.hey
generally receive a present in cash on the occasion of acson's
marriage, but no fixed sum is prescribed.
.
The sweeper (kMJerob, bhang'!" clu'thra) in return for kee-ping
houses clean and removing night-soil, generally receives half a ba.rley
cake per day from each family served, a present at marriages, and fees
in cash or grain according to agreement besides a share of the flesk of
dead animals.
He is often fed for a considerable time while marriages
are going on. A sweeper sometimes acts as uutMlar and receives
special allowances,
Potters (kurnhi:u·) are required to supply earthen vessels free of
charge to all proprietors, and for the camps of Government Officers,
and the usual remuneration is 10 seers of grain per plough at every
harvest, Rs. 2 in cash at the marriage of a daughter ill a 1dusalruau
family, Rs. 1-4-0 ill a Hindu, and 4 aunas at the wedding of a son,
whether Musalnl1l.n or Hindu. The rates, however, vary very much in
different villages, and in many places are not fixed at all. Kumh(lrs
also make money by letting out donkeys for hire and burning bricks.
The blacksmith (loM1'), and carpenter (Hult'l, bm·hut) are obliged
to repair all agricultural implements, supplying fuel and tools, but
receiving the necessary iron and wood from the owners.
Payment is
made for new implements and all other work. The dues of both are
the same, viz., a quota of grain varying from 20 to 45 seers per
plough at each harvest, 2 annas on the marriage of a SOD, and a fee
varyi!lg from 8 annas to Rs. 1-4-0, according to the caste, on the
marriage of a daughter.
. ~ashermenJdltOb'i)
and water carriers (saH'o', Misllii) are only
found m large villages, and where the women are secluded.
The
former is required to wash clothes for all male proprietors, and
:-eceivr:s from th(!se who employ him the sam.e dues as the kumha,r.
The latter supplies water where the women of the household cannot
~i
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Chapter III; D. get1~ral rule that all the Sons share equally in the inheritance without
Vma.re Oozn- tegard to age. If the eldest son be dead or unfit, his eldest son, even
though a minor, is considered to have a better right to the post than
mt.nities and
Tenures ..
the second son. -Many of the people are given to looking on the poso
Headmen (La.mbar· more as one of emoluments than of responsible duties, and where a
clctnj.
headman has died leaving no male lineal descendant, the proprietors
often express a wish that the widow should be appointed to the post
and take a life interest in it as in the other property. . ft seems to
have been not unusual formerly to allow such an appointment, and
when the recent settlement operations began, there were in the
district 46 female lambardars, most of whom were, no doubt, widows
holding a life interest in the .emoluments formerly held by their
husbands as headmen. Of these, 34 are still recorded as lambardars,
but the tendency of late has been to refuse to appoint a woman to the
post except for very special reasons. ~
In ~any villages during the last settlement the hereditary tenants
practically shared the farm with the proprietors, and in 22 cases hereditary-tenants were recorded as headmen, drawing the headman's
allowance on the land revenue he represents. As in these cases the
proprietors have refused to allow the tenants to continue to share the
farm with them, they have been removed from the post of headman,
and now throughout the district no tenant holds such a post.
Vllla.ge menials.
The kamzns or village menials here, as elsewhere, form a very
important section of every agricultural community. They assist in
field-work a~ busy seasons everywhere, and in Rajput and other
villages, where the women are secluded, the cultivation is carried on
almost exclusively by chamars. They ordinarily pay the chaulc(dd'i'6
tax, but no hearth-tax or other dues are taken from them. The
butchers often carry on a brisk trade in cattle, and some of them
are well-to-do and even wealthy, but the other classes of kamins ~e
generally not far removed from extreme poverty, and the failure of a
single harvest reduces many hundreds of them to the verge of
starvation, as they depend chiefly on contributions of grain given by
the zamfndar's at harvest time. They are always the first to feet
the pressure of scarcity and famine, and their migration from a village
is always regarded as a great calamity and a sign of general impoverishment.' The cltamars, dhUnaks, and kolis, besides following
their own special callings, often eke out a living by weaving coarse
cloth., . The goddess Matti is a favourite deity with the clUlmlJ'rs,
and the ckuhras worship Guru Lal Beg, whose symbol is a bunch of
peacock's feathers tied to-the end of a pole. Ghamars, dMnaks and
kah6.rs burn their dead, but ckultras bury them. The carcases of horses,
mules, donkeys and camels, always fall as a perquisite to the chulmls,
who also get a share varying in different villages from -ltth to !
of the flesh of dead bullocks and cows, while the remainder belongs to
the chamars. The chamars also take all the hides, but in return. are
required to supply to the owner of the animal one pair of shoes for
a cow's skin, and two pairs for that of a buffalo or bullock. Tbe
kamins are not,as in some districts, divided into classes for public /
and private work, nor is there any fixed roster of service; but families
of menials are, by hereditary custom, attached each to its own family
of proprietors, and their rights and obligations are recognized from
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generation
to generation.
In some vil~ages, the d~e~ of ~h
class
were fixed at Settlement
and recorded m the AdmmIStratIon paper,
but in others they are settled by mutual arrangement, or left entirely
to the discretion and liberality of the employer.
As, howe.ver, the
land-holders cannot get on without the ~arntn, the la~t~r ~s often
master
of the situation, and protects himself from injustice and
oppression by threatening
to desert his home. Even where rates of
remuneration
have been fixed, non-proprietors are generally left to
make their own arrangements
by mutual agreement.
The numbers
of the principal classes (extracted from the census report of 1881) are
as follows :Chamars, 71,504; chhras, 17,783; kumhtirs 14,261; carpenters,
10,655; blacksmiths,
5,503 j weavers, 2,339 j washermen, 3,446 i
barbers 12,342.
The duties of the c~mar are to mend shoes, carry fuel, assist in
all kinds of agricultural operations, pitch tents and act as watchman
for Government Officers in camp, carry bundles, and generally to acb
as bulahar or village messenger.
Besides the flesh and skins of dead
animals, they get, in villages where dues are fixed, a- quota of grain
varying from 40 to 60 seers per annum from each family served,
whether of owners or tenants, but sometimes a smaller allowance at
harvest, and, in a.ddition thereto,
one barley cake per day. Tobey
generally receive a present in cash on the occasion of a son's
marriage, but no fixed sum is prescribed.
The sweeper (kMtkrob, bhang)" clu'thra) in return for keeping
houses clean and removing night-soil, generally receives half a barley
cake per day from each family served. a present at marriages, and fees
in cash or grain according to agreement besides a share of the flesh of
dead animals.
He is often fed for a considerable time while marriages
are going on. A sweeper sometimes acts as bulahar and receives
special allowances.
Potters (kurnh2h') are required to supply earthen vessels free of
charge to all proprietors, and for the camps of Government Officers,
and the usual remuneration is 10 seers of grain per plough at every
harvest, Rs. 2 in cash at the marriage of a daughter in a Musalruau
family, Rs. 1-4-0 iu a Hindu, and 4 auuas at the wedding of a son,
whether Musalol1i.n or Hindu. The rates, however, vary very much in
different villages, and in many places are not fixed at all. Kumhars
also make money by letting out donkeys for hire and burning bricks.
The blacksmith (lo/ull'), and carpenter (Hula, bm·h(1) are obliged
to repair all agricultural implements. supplying fuel and tools, bub
receiving the necessar'y iron and wood from the owners. Payment is
made for now implements and all other work. The dues of both are
the same, viz., a quota of grain varying from 20 to 45 seers per
plough at each harvest. 2 annas on the marriage of a son, and a fee
varying from 8 annas to Rs. 1-4-0, according to the caste, on the
marriage of a dau~hter.
. ~ashermen. (dlwb·i) and water carriers (sal.:l·lj, Misltti) are only
The
found Ul large VIllages, und where the women are secluded.
former is required to wash clothes for all male proprietors, and
receives from those who employ him the same dues as the kundut».
The latter snpplie: water where the women of the household cannot
~I
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hapter III, D. draw it, and receives from each family one cake per day, 10 to 15
seers of grain at each harvest, and fees of 4 annas ou the marriage of
Village Coma son, and Re. 1 to B.s. 2 on that of a daughter.
munftiee and
Tenurea.
The barber (ltajjtim, nM) is expected to shave everybody free of
Village meaials,
charge, to take messages, arrange contracts of betrothal and marriage,
and do various kinds of miscellaneous work. He sometimes gets a
cake for shaving, and 10 seers of grain at harvest; but he depends
chiefly on the presents given at betrothals and marriages, which vary
according to the means and position of the parties from Re, 1 to Rs. 3
for a son, and from Rs. 5 to Rs. 14 for a daughter. There are very
few dooms in the District. They take messages, negotiate betrothals
and perform certain ceremonies at funerals, and are remunerated as
barbers.
The teli (oil presser), gadlwi,l/a (shepherd), julaha (weaver),
ranqrez (dyer), chipi (calico printer), sonar (goldsmith), and Mutt
have no defined rights and obligations, but are paid by the job fur
work done and service actually rendered. Jogil! andfukt1'8 of various
classes have already been noted.
.
Petty village
The last two lines of Table N o. XVI show the number of
gra.lltees.
persons holding service grants from the village, and the area so held
as returned in the Administration Report. But the figures refer only
to land held free of revenue, which is by no means the only form
which these grants assume. Sometimes the land is leased to the
grantee at a favourable rent, or on condition of payment of revenue
only; sometimes the owner cultivates and pays the revenue, making
over the produce to the grantee; while occasionally the grant consists of the ri.ghts of property in the. land, which, subject to the
usual incidents, such as responsibility for revenue and the like, vest
in the person performing certain specified services at such time and
fur so long as he performs them. These grants arc most commonly
made to village menials and watchmen on condition of or in payment
for services rendered; to attendants at temples, mosques, shrines, or
village rest-houses, so long as they perform the duties of the post; and
for maintenance of monasteries, holy men, teachers at religious
schools, and the like. They may be divided into two classes, dohli
and Monda.
Dokli tenures.
It is very common for an individual proprietor, and still more so
for a whole village community to set apart a small piece of land,
usually two or three bigas, to be held rent-free for the benefit of
some temple, mosque or shrine; or to give a piece of land on similar
favourable terms to a pandit or other person of a religious order.
Such a gmnt is called a dohli; and the holder a dohlidtir. So IODg
as the purposes for which the grant was made are carried out, it cannot be resumed; but should the holder grossly fail to carry out the
duties of his office, the proprietors can eject him and put in some
one else under a like tenure. There were, at the recent Settlement,
dohli tenures in 517 of the 1,264 villages of the district, and the
area so held amounted to 3,704 acres.
The Monda is like the dohli, a grant of a few bigct8 of land
BhMda teaures,
rent-free.
The principal difference is that, while the service for which the
,(a/zli is granted is something directly connected with religion, the
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bhonda is given for some secular service, such as the duties of the Ohapter III, D.

village watchman .(cllaukidar). or messenger (bal(~lu:r). T~e Vill8.fifeOom·bhondadar may be ejected on failure to fulfil the conditions of hIS muntl!!es a.n.d
tenure and perhaps in some cases at the will of the proprietors. It
Tenl;1res.
is simply an old-fashioned mode of paying for services. There were, Bhond", tenures.
at the recent Settlement, Monda tenures in 820 of the 1,264 villages
of the district, and the area held under .the tenure amounted
to 6,990 acres.
.'
Agricultural
The subject of the employment of field labour other than that
labourecli.
of.tho proprietors or tenants themselves, are thus noticed in answers
furnished by the District Officer and inserted in the Famine Report
of 1879 (page 711).
,
" The custom of employing hired field labourers is not quite
general in this District, as the Jats and Ahirs, who own about onesixth of the District between them, generally do their field work
themselves, The other tribes of land-owners and cultivators, however, do employ diam-ire, dlulnaks, kolis, julaluis and sweepers to
weed and reap their crop at a .money wage of 2 annas for a man, It
annas for a woman, and 1 anna for a child per day. Sometimes thewage is given partly or wholly in kind, the value being about the
same as the cash wage. When not employed ill field-labour, theseclasses earn their livelihood by weaving cloth, making shoes, mending'
harness, sweeping villages and otherwise providing for the
wants of the villagers, who in this district generally pay them for
these services in cash and not by an allowance of grain at harvest.
The number so employed may be put down at about 8 per cent. on
the total population.
" The condition of these field-labourers is not inferior to that of
the poorer agriculturists who cultivate holdings of their own.
They are not so much indebted, as they have nothing to mortgage;
· they do not generally get credit from the village trader, but Sometimes get wages in advance or borrow a little from each other. In
an average year they subsist with ease from harvest to harvest on
their earnings during the last harvest, and their wages for odd jobs•.
and the profit on their cloths, shoes, &c."
The wages of labour prevailing at different periods are shown in
Table No. XXVII though the figures refer to the labour market of
towns rather than to that of villages.
Table No. XXXII, gives statistics of sales and mortgages of Poverty or wealth
land ; Tables Nos. XXXIII, and XXXIIIAshow the operations of of the proprletors,
the Registration Department; and Table No. XXXIX the extent of
Civil litigation. But the statistics of transfers of land are exceedingly mperfect; the prices quoted are verJ' generally fictitious: and
any figures which we possess afford but little real indication of the
economicalposition of the landholders of the district ..
The subject is discussed at some length at pages 332ff of the
Famine Report of 1879, where actual figures are given for instances
selected as typical. In forwardlnz these figures, the District Officer
wrote as follows:_
0
0
·

" In a district such as this containing such a variety of soil and caste No general deserlpand even climate, it is necessary to divide the agricultural community into
lion po8IIibl~.
cla.sses, and describe their circumstances in some detail; no general
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bhondf1 is given for some secular service, such as the duties of the Cha.pter III. D.
T~e Village Oomvillage ~atchman .(clla ulcida:r). or messenger (bal(~lu:r).
·bhondadar may be ejected on failure to fulfil the conditions of h18 muni1;ies and
tenure and perhaps in some cases at the will of the proprietors. It
Ten\lres.

is simply an old-fashioned mode of paying for services. There were, Bhonda tenures.
at the recent Settlement, Monda tenures in 820 of the 1,264 villages
of the district, and the area held under ,the tenure amounted
to 6,990 acres.
.'
Agricultnral
The subject of the employment of field labour other than that
labourers.
of.the proprietors or tenants themselves, are thus noticed in answers
furnished by the District Officer and inserted in the Famine Report
of 1879 (page 711).
,
" The custom of employing hired field labourers is not quite
general in this District, as the Jats and AMrs, who own about onesixth of the District between them, generally do their field work
themselves,
The other tribes of land-owners and cultivators, however, do employ cliam.fl's, dJuinaks, kolis, julaluis and sweepers to
weed and reap their crop at a money wage of 2 annas for a man, Ii
annas for a woman, and 1 anna for a child per day. Sometimes thewage is given partly or wholly in kind, the value being about the
same as the cash wage. When not employed ill field-labour, theseclasses earn their livelihood by weaving cloth, making shoes, mending'
harness, sweeping villagos and otherwise providing for the
wants of the villagers, who in this district generally pay them for
these services in cash and not by an allowance of grain at harvest.
The number so ~mployed may be put down at about 8 per cent. on
the total population.
" The condition of these field-labourers is not inferior to that of
the poorer agriculturists
who cultivate holdings of their own.
'I'hey are not so much indebted, as they have nothing to mortgage;
· they do not generally get credit from the village trader, but sometimes get wages in advance or borrow a little from each other. In
an average year they subsist with ease from harvest to harvest on
their earnings during the last harvest, and their wages for odd jobs r
and the profit on their cloths, shoes, &c."
The wages of labour prevailing at different periods are shown in
Table No. XXVII though the figures refer to the labour market of
towns rather than to that of villages.
Table No. XXXII, gives statistics of sales and mortgages of Poverty or wealth
land; Tables Nos. XXXIII, and XXXIIIAshow
the operations of of the proprietors.
the Registration Department; and Table No. XXXIX the extent of
Civil litigation. But the statistics of transfers of land are exceedingly mperfect; the prices quoted are very generally fictitious: and
any figures which we possess afford but little real indication of theeconomical position of the landholders of the district ..
The subject is discussed at some length at pages 332ff of theFamine Report of 1879, where actual figures are given for instances
selected as typical. In forwarding these figures, the District Officer
wrote as follows :In a district such as this containinz such a variety of soil and caste No general descrlp·
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Chapter III, D. description of their ordinary economic condition would apply to the whole
community with any approximation to exactness.
" The circumstances which determine the condition of an agriculturist
come in order of importance as follows ;Factors In the econo"(1.) Casu.-As a general rule, whatever be the nature of the soil
mic co.nditio~of the he cultiva.tes or the incidence of the revenue he pays, the caste of the
~\n~u~ur18ts.
·agriculturist, which determines his habits. and customs and natural disposi/I
c r, caste. tion will determine his economic condition. At the head of the prevalent castes in this district I would place the Abira, as the most industrious, thrifty, and prudent. Though much of the land occupied by them
is of an inferior description, and the incidence of the revenue in Rewari
tahsU,where most of the villages are owned by them, has for thirty years
been very high as compared with the rest of the district, they have, by
unremitting toil, compelled the soil to yield them a wonderful amount of
produce; and have l)y prudent thrift kept themselves and their lands free
from debt. Next to them come the Jats, who own many villages in the
east and north-east of the district. Their land is very fertile, and in the
Palwal eahsll, where they form the chief portion of the land-owning
class, the incidence of the revenue has been hitherto extremely light. III
industry and thrift they are inferior to the Ahirs, though superior to
other castes: while on the whole very well-to-do, they have not been
careful to keep themselves free from 'debt and their land from mortgage.
After them come the Rajputs owning land chiefly in the centre of the
district, and the Brahmins scattered here and there, but neither caste'
forming a very important element in the agricultural population. Last
of all on the list come the comparatively lazy and superlatively unthrifty
Meos, who own some 350 villages in the two southernmost taltsUs of the
district (Nuh and Firozpur), ·Without the excuse of a barren soil or an
excessive revenue, they live so closely up to their income, are so negligent
in developing the resources of their land, and indulge so in unwarranted
expenditure, that the failure of one harvest plunges them irretrievably
into debt. Last year's scarcity found many of them still burdened with
debt contracted in the famines of 1860-61, and 1868-69-, and has left
them with 17 per cent. of their land heavily mortgaged, and much
1l0atin!{debt hanging 'over them besides.
SSJ?ndfactor, nnm"(2.)
The numb,r of the family.-0ther
things being equal, the
. ber of.family.
lucky man who has few children has less difficulty in making ends meet.
When the children are young, they make more mouths to feed, without
any corresponding increase ill the number of hands to work; and even
when they become old enongh to help in the fields, the cost of their food
is greater than would he the hire of labourers to give the same amount of
work at the most pressing times. Each child too must be married, and
marriages are the great extravagance of the agriculturist's family: even
where one contracting party exacts a sum of money from the other, the
The greater the
expenses of the ceremony are sure to exceed the income,
number of births, the greater will he the number of deaths in the family;
and each funeral too is an expensive uffair-s-the brotherhood and the poor
must be luxuriously and extravag-antly feasted. 'I'here was a time not
many years ago when the agriculturist who had a number of sons and
daughters to help him to break up now land was likely to better his conclition; but now throughout the greater part of the district the population
has overtaken the land, and hired labour is cheap. Happy is the man
whose quiver is 110ttoo full. As might be expected, the unthrifty Meos
are famous for the number of their children.
'I'bird factor, sub"(9.) Sub-dit·i,lion of th« latul.-c-This is closely connected with the last
divisioll of laud,
head. Where the family is a Iargo 0110, the £:unily holding is on the
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death of the bead, sometimes worked in common by the sons, but very Cha.pter III, D
frequently divided between them iu equal shares. The practice of separatVillage Coming off distinctly the different shares of the land is encouraged by our
munities and
revenue and law system, and is rapidly becoming more common; and as
'I'errures.
the increase of a holding by the death of a brother or uncle without heirs Third factor, subis much leas common than its sub-division among the sons of the deceased
division of land.
proprietor, this practice leads to the rapid inorense of small holdings,
the produce of which is barely sufficient to supply the necessaries of life to
the agriculturist and his family; and while the heads of families in the
village community are gradually becoming more distinct in their indi vidual
rights and responsibilities, they have not yet learned to co-operate in the
modern sense of the word. There isthus little to faU back on when a season
of misfortune comes. ,The extent of flub-division is generally much influenced
by the tenure of the village.
Where the village is held in bhayachara
tenure, as is usual among the Jats and Meos, the land ia much sub-divided;
and where the tenure is pattidari, as it often is among the Ahfra, the owners
of a share in the village often hold and cultivate it in common, and can
thus meet misfortune better than if they had to fight it single-handed.
" (4-) Facility of il'r~qation.-The introduction of the Agci canal into Fourth factor, facili
the eastern part of the district has vastly improved the condition of the
ty of irrigation.
agriculturists in that tract by increasing the productiveness of their land in
much greater proportion than it increases the cost of production; but most
of all by protecting them against seasons of drought-the
great source of
indebtedness and poverty, AlthOllgh irrigation from the canal commenced.
only some four years ago, its ~ood effects are already seen, and it is to
be hoped that the standard of comfort of the Jat ugriculturista
benefieting'
therefrom will be decidedly raised before the population overtakes the
increase of produce; provided, however, that their prosperity does not
make them lazy, and that the proximity of the canal does not permanently
enervate them, as seems to have been the case with the Jat Iand-holders
on the Western J amna. Canal. There seems some danger of t he latter
calamity, for this year in particular fever has litel'ally devastated the
tract through which the canal passes; some villages have in a few months
lost one-sixth of their population, and scarcely a man is to be found who
has not been gl'E'.atly reduced in strength by repeated attacks.
But if .
this prove to have been an exceptional year, as there is some reason to
hope, the great diminution of tile population may even prove a blessing
is also an important
to the survivors. The fa.cility of well-irrigatdon
hctor, as on this depends the protection of the land from drought, but it
must be taken advantage of. 'I'ha Ahirs work their deep wells night and
day; the Moos often do not take the trouble to sink them when water is
near.
"(5.) Nrrtu,reoj 8oil.-Thi~ factor, which at first sight seems most Fifth factor, nature
important, really comes low down in the Iist, Tho anndy soil of Rewarf
of Boil
produces
enough to keep tho thrifty Abirs in comfort, while the comparatively rich soil of the Firozpur valley is heavily mortgageel to meet the
extravagances of the thriftless Meoa
" (8.) Incidence of the revemte.-Tbis too if! of less importance then
Sixth factor,
'rhe Ahir laud-owners of talutl Rewart,
would at first sight seem probable,
revenue.
hitherto uotoriously heavily assessed, are much lo . ;s iudebte.l thnu the lightly
assessed ~reos of F11'o::p:l1',uu-l Ius, even t~lan the much more lightly
assessed J its of Palwal, H>rifty though the latter are said to be.
"(7.) Status of agl'icultltri.~t.--l'hcre is much less ditfercnce between
Seventh factor,
status of e griculand
the condition of the owner of lun •.l, teu.mt with ri . ;ht of occupancy,
turiat,
tenant-at-will throughout the gr<ntul" part of the district, than would be
expected. The vust majority of tonant., with right.s of occupancy, . and a
vel'Y large number of tenants-at-will, hare hitherto held their land on
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Jnyin'~ ;;il1lplythe revonnc (1)\11 CCS:30~ due thercon.tand they
have V·)Jlcmlly shnrcd on cquul terms with U1() owners ill the common rights
of the vil1:t;.p_ However, aiucc tho C)pcmtioll~ of tho present sottlemeut
begun, and 111o'ecspecinlly since tiw new assos unonts were announced
last
yc:u', tho tendency to distinguish more sharply between these classes of
agri:mltarh;ts
has been rapidly growing. 'I'cmurts-at-will nre called on to

VillagoCommurn cies and
'I'eriures.
Seventh factor,
status of agricul-

turist.

pny hh;her rents, or arc ejcctol from Lml they huve held for years on these
terms, t)nir.l, :,1'0 inst.ituto.l
to hnvo defined more exactly the
ri~;htil of occupancy tenants and to enhance their rents. Property in land
is hocoming 1110rcvaluahlo every thty, and tho rights of owners having been
more clenrly rlcfiuorl ill the new sottlo.ueut records, mouey-Iendors are
wi:Iing, to udvunco hl"gei' cnms than before on the security of land. Thus
it is gonerally remarked that tcnante-at-will have greater difficulty in
borrowing than owners, or even than tcnnnts with ocenpancy rights. All
rapidity in
those tcndcucios 1n't), be expected to develop with remarkable
tho few years f()llowin~ tho close of the prcaout sottlcment operations.
" Tho gonernl cou.lition of the ngi"itlultnnl population, then, may be
Raia to be paiufullv .lopeudeut on till) soason s ; all their income comes
from the lun.l.
Whore a Inn.l-ownnr,
besides the actual produce of his
OWil scuurutc hQl-li~lg,crn count mUO:l:Y his income tho proceeds of hiring
hls cart between th~ bisy time'>, 0," th~w) of the SIdeof his gh2, he finds that
in It yca,r of drou.rht oven these arc ltU!; to fail him, for the difficulty of
feoding hi>'!oxou an] his hulr-tIne,} awallows lip all the income they bring,
an'! whore u cultivator ekes out the produce of his fields by his dues as a
vilht!~e menial or family prieat, he fiuds the villagers, in seaaons of scarcity,
unable to pay him the f•ull fee. 'I'ho Jil.t:l of Palwal are now greatly
protected ngaiust drourht, but are in some danger of increasing their
expenditure too fast, and losing some of their old industry and thrift; but
they !Jlay be generally described as well off, especially the land-owners,
They· .-can easily stand 1\ year of scarcity, and will porobably soon recover
themselves, though even thoy are, . like all agriculturists, apt to neglect
payment of the principal, and even of the interest, of a debt once contracted;
and often carelessly allow the sum noted against them in the village
money-lender's books to grow and grow until they can have little hope of
paying it off, the wily banker knowing it to be his interest not to press for
ready payment, but to encourage his debtor deeper into the toils, nntil he
has become completely at his mercy. Whea this i8S0 with men having such
advantages as the Jats of Palwal, what must it, be with the Meos 7 Their
condition is rapidly becoming hopeless. They live so literally from hand
to mouth, carelessly contracting debt for marriages, funerals, and petty
Iusuries even in average years, that when a year of drought comes they are
thrown on the money-lender, who can make with them what terms he likes.
During the past 15 months some five per cent. of the cultivated area of the
two Meo tahstls of Nuh and Firozpur has been mortgaged; and now 17 per
cent. of the total cultivated area is so burdened that there is little hope of
its ever being redeemed. The Meo land-owners are rapidly becoming
practically reduced to the position of tenants 1 Their condition loudly calls
for special consideration, though it is difficult to see what can be done for
them. During the past year R. large amount of revenue due from them
has been suspended, but they have had to borrow for food, and the evil
has only been reduced, not removed. Not a few who had no land to
mortgage left the district to seek a means of livelihood elsewhere until
better times. It is pleasant to tUI'l1from this state of things to that of
the Abirs in Rewart, With all their disadvantages, their industry reduces
the evils of a year of drought to a minimum, and their thrift supplies them
with a means of tiding it over and reduces tbcirexpenditure
for the
favourable
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time. Though the drought of last year was as bad with them as anywhere, Cha.pter III, D
they paid their revenue, and that without coutracting a larger amount
Village.CQmof debt than they are likely to clear off in a year or two of fuvourable
munities and
harvest, should they be fortunate enough to have them. The causes
Tenures.·
of debt are,-(l),
general extravagance, which leads to deht even ill ordinary
Causes of indebtedyears; (2), marriages and funerals, the expenditure on which is onormusly
ness.
disproportionate to the income; (3), drought, which finds the agriculturist
without any surplus saved, and kills his cattle, and compels him to borrow
to pay the revenue and support his family; (4), neglect to pay the
interest on debts already contracted, which rapidly multiply themselves."

f--,

The following remarks are by Mr. Wilson:-

j

" During the progress of settlement operations two statements of land
mortgaged, which are here appended, were drawn up. The first statement
shows the amount of land mortgaged at the end of June 1877, when the
last instalment of the past settlement had been realized, and the new aseessments had been announced, but had not yet come into effect; when a
series of average years had brought the district to what may be considered
its normal condition after the famine of 1868-69, and the coming drought
of 1877 had as yet had no effect.
'I'he second statement shows the amount
of land mortgaged during the following eighteen months, beginning with
July 1877, and ending with December 1878. The percentages are taken
on the cultivated area, as almost all the land mortgaged is cultivated land,
and in oalculating proportion of revenue to area it gives a better idea of the
actual state of things if the productive area only 06 taken iuto account.
At the end of Juno 1877, over six pel' cent. of the cultivated area of the
diatrict had been mortgaged iu 20,000 separate transactions, to agriculturists and non-agriculturists in the proportion of 3 to 2, for a sum equal to
Iiyear's revenue of the district,-the average amount of debt per acre mortgaged being Rs, 24, equivalent to 18 years' purchase of the revenue assessed.
During the eighteen months which followed, while the redemptions from
mortgage were insignificant, 4'41 per cent. more of the cultivated area was
mortgaged for six la'khs or half-a-year's revenue, giving a rate of Rs. 14
per acre mortgaged, or lOt years' revenue of the land mortgaged. Thus at
th~ end of 1878, nearly 10! pel' cent. of the cultivated area of the district
was under mortgage, the burden being 21! lakhs or H- year's revenue of
the district.
During the same period of eighteen months ending Decem bel'
1878, 1'14 per cent. of the cultivated area. of the district was sold at
Rs. 14 per acre, or 11 years' revenue of the land sold. .The average area
mortga.~d in one transaction was seven acres, more than double the former
average, and the proportion of mortgages to agriculturists and nou-agriculturists, respectively, was 2 to 5, instead of the former proportion
of 3 to 2.
"The cause of this enormous increase in the transfers of land by, which
5i per cerit. of the total cultivated area of the district changed hands in
the course of a. year-and-a-half, is not far to seek. The almost entire failure
of the rains of 1877 left the district destitute of the khari! harvest and
unable, from want of cattle and seed and seasonable moisture, to oultivat«
the ordinary extent of rabi. Many of the people living from hand t;"
mouth, especially the improvident Meos, were dri ven at once to the moneylender, even before the first instalment of the new assessment became due;
and as a thorough investigation into the rights of proprietors of land was
just being completed, and the assessment for the next thirty years had
been announced, it was possible to estimate with some certainty the value
of land, and the money-lenders seem to have seized the opportunity to
throw on the land by way of mOl'tgitg'l not only the value of the cash and
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p'tyin'~ :;imply t hc revonuo (v\,l ccssos due thoroon.tand
they
have g:-~ncmlly shared on cquul terms with the OWIHJ\'i-; ill the common rights
HUW,lVCl-, since the opcrutious
of tho prcsout scttlomeut
of the villug»,
bognu, and more especially since tlw new axsos nnonts were announced
last
yeal', tho toudoney to distinguish more sharply between these classes or
'I'onunts-at-will are called on to
a~ri;mltari[;ts has been rapidly growing,
1m)' hi~~her rents, or arc cjectol f,,'01l1 Lml they huvo held for years on these
favourable
terms, Snir,;.;nre Instituto.l to hvvo dofiuod more exactly the
ri,-;ilts of oceuI'll.ney ton.mts and to enhance their rents,
Property in land
if! bocomiug more vulu.iblc every day, and tho rights of owners having been
records, mouey-lendcrs are
more clearly (h:flll~din the new soctlc.ueut
wi:ling, to ad vunco larger cums thnu before on the security of land. Thus
it is guuorally
remarked
that tonanta-at-will
have greater difficnlty in
borrowing than owners, or even than tenants with ocellpallcy rights, All
these tcudeucies 111'\Y be oxpeetcd to develop with remarkable
rapidity in
tho few years f<)l1owin~t!IC close of tho; proaout aottlomont operations.
" The gonernl condition of the ngricultur.i) population, then, may be
snld to ho paiufullv dopeu.leut 011 the :SO't!lOIH;
all their income comes
from tho luu.L
Whore It l.md-ownor, besides the actual produce of his
own separate hal.li'lg, 0'\11 count among his income tho proceeds of hiring
his cart between the In,;y t.imos, 0,' those of the salo of his gh2, he finds that
ill r1. yoar of dl'ou~ht even t lllHC are n[l~ to fail him, for the diffioulty of
'
fecdiug hi:'!oxou an'! his hu!f,tloe:l swallow» up.all tho income they bring,

and W!wre u cultivator ekes out the produce of his fields by his dues as a
vilh\!~e menial or family prieat, 1:0 finds the villagerfl, in seasoas of scarcity,
unable to pay him the full fee. The Jil.ts of Palwal are now greatly
pl'oterifed against drought, but are in some danger of increasing their
expenditure too fust, and losing some of their old industry and thrift; but
they !:9ay be generally described as well off, especially the land-owners,
TheY,oo.n easily stand R. year of scarcity, and will porobably soon recover,
themselves, though even they are, 'like ull agriculturists, apt to neglect
payment of the principal, and even of the interest, of a debt once contracted;
and often carelessly allow the sum noted against them in the village
money-Iend or's books to grow and grow until they can have little hope of
paying it off, the wily banker knowing it to be his interest not to press for
ready payment, but to encourage his debtor deeper into the toils, until he
has become completely at his mercy, When this is so with men having such
advantages as the Jats of Palwal, what must it be with the Meos t Their
condition is rapidly becoming hopeless, They live so literally from hand
to mouth, carelessly contracting debt for marriages, funerals, and petty
luxuries even in average years, that when a year of drought comes they are
thrown on the money-lender, who can make with them what terms he likes. ,
During the past 15 months SOLDe
five per cent. of the cultivated area of the
two Meo tahs'il, of Nuh and Firozpur has been mortgaged; and now 17 per
cent. of the total cultivated area is 80 burdened that there is little hope of
its ever being redeemed. The Meo land-owners are rapidly becoming
practically reduced to the position of tenants 1 Their condition loudly calls
for special consideration, though it is difficult to see what can be done for
them. During the past year a large amount of revenue due from them
has been suspended, but they have had to borrow for food, and the evil
has only been reduced, not removed. Not a few who had no land to
mortgage left the district ' to seek a means of livelihood elsewhere until
better times. It is pleasant to turn from this state of things to that of
the AMrs in Rewari, With all their disadvantages, their industry reduces
the evils of a year of drought to a minimum, and their thrift supplies them
with a means of tiding it over and reduces thoirexpenditure
for the
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time. Though the drought of lnst year was as had with them as anywhere, Chapter III, D.
they paid their revenue, and that without contructing a larger amount
Village. Oomof debt than they are likely to clear off in a year or two of fuvourable
munities and
harvest, should they be fortunate enough to have them. 'I'he causes
Tenures.of debt arec-(l), general extravagance, which leads to debt even in ordinary Causes of indebtedyears; (2), marriages and funerals, the expenditure on which is onormusly
ness.
disproportionate to the income; (3), drought, which finds the agriculturist
without any surplus saved, and kills his cattle, and compels him to borrow
to pay the revenue and support his family; (4), neglect; to pay the
interest on debts already contracted, which rapidly multiply themselves."
The following remarks are by Mr. Wilson:" During the progress of settlement operations two statements of land
mortgaged, which are here appended, were drawn up. The flrst statement
shows the amount of land mortgaged at the eud of June 1877, when the
last instalment of the past settlement had been realized, and the new aasessmenta had been announced, but had not yet come into effect; when a
series of average years had brought the district to what may be considered
its normal condition after the famine of 1868-69, and the coming drought
of 1877 had as yet had no effect. The second statement shows the amount
of land mortgaged during the following eighteen months, beginning with
The percentages are taken
July 1877, and ending with December 1878.
on the cultivated area, as almost all the land mortgaged is cultivated land,
and in calculating proportion of revenue to area it gives a better idea of the
area only be taken iuto account.
actual state of things if the productive
At the end of June 1877, over six pel' cent. of the cultivated area of the
district had been mortgaged in 20,000 separate transactions, to agriculturists and non-agriculturists in the proportion of 3 to 2, for a sum equal to
It year's revenue of the district,-the average amount of debt per acre mortgaged being Rs. 24, equivalent to 18 years' purchase of the revenue aseesscu.
During the eighteen months which followed, while the redemptions from
mortgage were insignificant, 4'41 per cent. more ofthe cultivated area was
mortgaged for six lakhs or half-a-year's revenue, giving a rate of Rs. 14
per acre mortgaged, or 10! years' revenue of the land mortgaged. Thus at
th~ end of 1878, nearly 10~ per cent. of the cultivated area of the district
was under mortgage, the burden being 21t lakh« or It year's revenue of
the district. During the same period of eighteen months ending December
1878, 1'14 per cent. of the cultivated area of the district was sold at
Rs. 14 per acre, or 11 years' revenue of the land sold. .The avera.ge area
mortgaged in one transaction was seven acres, more than double the former
average, and the proportion of mortgages to agriculturists and nou-agriculturists, respectively, was 2 to 5, instead of the former proportion
of 3 to 2.
"The cause of this enormous increase in the transfers of land by, which
Ii! per cent. of the total cultivated area of the district changed hands in
the course of a year-and-a-half, is not far to seek. The almost entire failure
of the rains of 1877 left the district destitute of the kharif harvest and
unable, from want of cattle and seed and seasonable moisture, to culti vat ••
the ordinary extent of rabi. Many of the people living from hand tP
mouth, especially the improvident Meos, were dri ven at once to the money·
lender, even before the first instalment of the new assessment became due;
and as a thorough investigation into the rights of proprietors of land was
just being completed, and the assessment for tho next thirty years had
been announced, it was possible to estimate with some certainty tho value
of land, and the money-lenders seem to have seized the opportunity to
throw on the land by way of mortgage not only the value of the cash and
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all off by purchasing the land outright; so that the .sum. representing the
new burden of the land does not represent new debt, but includes much
debt that formerly appeared only in the books of the money-lenders.
"The proportions of land mortgaged vary greatly in the di1ferent
,takfflls. Firozpur, almost wholly inhabited by proverbially thriftless MeOs,
gives the highest figures. Up to June 1877, nearly 13 per cent. of the
cultivated area of the tahsU had been mortgaged for 2! years' revenue; in the
following 18 months 6 per cent; more was mortgaged for Ii year's ,revenue,
and 2 per cent. was sold during the same, time.' At the end of 1878, 19
per cent. of the cultivated area was burdened with 31 yea.rs' revenue of
the tahsU. Nuh, also chiefly inhabited by Meos, follows close behind. Up
to June, 1877, 11 per cent. of the cultivated area of the talwitl had been
mortgaged for
years' revenue; and during the, nex:tyear-and-a half 5
per cent. more was mortgaged, and 1per cent. was 801~ lea:viI1gt6 Plr cent.
burdened with 3 years' revenue of the'tahi/,l. In: the Jat taki/,l of Falwa.l,
which up to 1877 was ]~htly assessed, and which suffered less from the
drought of 1877-78 than the other tahslls, 5 per cent. had been mortgaged
up to June 1877 for Iiyear's revenue of the tahst.l; and during the following year-and-a-half 2 per cent. more was mortgaged for a fifth of a year's
revenue only, and very little land was' sold. So that here at the end of
1878 only 7 per cent. of the cultivated area'is burdened with Ii year's
revenue. In the tahi/,lof Rewari, inhabited chiefly, by industrious economical Ahirs, which has always been highly assessed, and which" like NUb
and Firozpur, suffered greatly from the drought of 1877-78, only1l per
cent. of the cultivated area had been mortgaged up to June, 1871, for only
one-ninth of a year's revenue of the tallsll ; but during the eighteen months
that followed 6 per cent. of the cultivated area was mortgaged for a fourth
of a year's revenue of the tahitt, and Ii per cent. was sold, leaving 71 per
cent. of the cultivated area burdened with only a third of a year's revenue
of the tahffll. In the Gurgaon tahsil, up to June 1877, 2 per cent. of the
cultivated area had been mortgaged for a. fourth of a year's revenue; and
during the following 18 months Ii per cent. more was mortgaged for a
sixth of a year's revenue, and 1 per cent. was sold, leaving 31 per cent.
of the cultivated urea burdened with half-a-ycar's revenue of the tahsil,"
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